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SUMMARY
Data-driven representations achieve powerful generalization performance in diverse in-
formation processing tasks. However, the generalization is often limited to test data from
the same distribution as training data (in-distribution (ID)). In addition, the neural networks
often make overconfident and incorrect predictions for data outside training distribution,
called out-of-distribution (OOD). In this dissertation, we develop representations that can
characterize OOD for the neural networks and utilize the characterization to efficiently
generalize to OOD.
We categorize the data-driven representations based on information flow in neural net-
works and develop novel gradient-based representations. In particular, we utilize the back-
propagated gradients to represent what the neural networks has not learned in the data. The
capability of gradient-based representations for OOD characterization is comprehensively
analyzed in comparison with standard activation-based representations. We also develop a
regularization technique for the gradient-based representations to better characterize OOD.
We develop an anomaly detection algorithm named GradCon using the gradient constraint
and achieve state-of-the-art performance in OOD detection.
We also propose activation-based representations learned with auxiliary information to
efficiently generalize to data from OOD. We use an unsupervised learning framework to
learn the aligned representations of visual and attribute data. This aligned representation
are utilized to calibrate the overconfident prediction toward ID classes. The generalization
performance of the aligned representations is validated in the application of generalized
zero-shot learning. Our developed GZSL method, GatingAE, achieves state-of-the-art
performance in generalizing to OOD without using labeled OOD data. Also, balanced
performance for both ID and OOD is achieved by mitigating the prediction bias presented
in the network. Finally, GatingAE requires significantly less number of model parameters




Representation of data is a key element for the success of information processing tasks [1].
As the complexity of data increases, it becomes more challenging to perform target tasks
directly using raw data. Representation of data focuses on highlighting specific character-
istics of data which is essential for the target task and enables algorithms to easily solve the
task. Obtaining effective representations become particularly challenging when the target
task need to be achieved for a large amount of data. Since different data possesses vari-
ous features for the target task, consistently capturing them for a large amount of data in
the representations is not a trivial task. This challenge mainly leads to the development of
data-driven representations.
Data-driven representations from neural networks contribute to achieve generalizable
performance in diverse complicated tasks. Compared to traditional handcrafted represen-
tations, data-driven representations are learned from training data and effectively charac-
terize a large scope of unseen test data. However, the data-driven representation still has
a limitation. Although powerful generalization performance is achieved through represen-
tation learning, the generalization is often limited to test data from the same distribution
as training data (in-distribution (ID)). For instance, as shown in Figure 1.1, representations
from neural networks trained for no parking traffic sign recognition can characterize
diverse types of no parking signs. However, it cannot capture data from outside the
training distribution (out-of-distribution (OOD)) such as other classes of traffic signs or no
parking signs capture under different conditions. Considering that data in real world
scenarios are mostly from OOD, it is important to develop an effective way to learn repre-
sentations for OOD based on ID data.














Figure 1.1: Examples of out-of-distribution data.
from the perspective of neural networks. Deep neural networks often fail at indicating
when they are likely to make incorrect predictions [2]. Since representations are focused
on capturing features presented in ID data, what neural networks do not know in OOD are
not thoroughly characterized. As shown in the top of Figure 1.2, assume that the network
is trained with only no parking traffic signs and a new class of no stopping sign is
given to the network during testing. The network can easily misclassify no stopping
as no parking by capturing ID features such as the red circle and the blue background
in no stopping. However, the representations that distinguish between ID and OOD
can capture what the network has not learned, which is a red diagonal line from top right to
bottom left, and enable to detect the OOD class of no stopping. Detection of OOD can
be used by the neural network to find a better solution of the target task in OOD. To make
the correct prediction in OOD, the neural network still need to learn classes or features in
OOD.
Learning OOD can be data-efficiently achieved by characterizing the association be-
tween ID and OOD. When the neural network is trained with a sufficiently large amount of
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data from ID, features presented in OOD data are not completely new to the network. In
this case, OOD data can be characterized by representations that compose different features
already learned from ID. An example is illustrated in the bottom of Figure 1.2. Assume
that a traffic sign image classifier is trained for no parking class and no right class
in ID. A no stopping sign is given to the network during testing. Although the no
stopping sign is a new class in OOD to the network, it can be still represented by asso-
ciating no parking features and the red diagonal like from top right to bottom left pre-
sented in no right. To guide this association, we only need auxiliary information such
as textual description, “no stopping is no parking with an additional red cross line
from top right to bottom left” rather than a large amount of data for no stopping signs.
This example conceptually highlights that the neural networks can generalize to OOD with-
out expensive data collection and re-training, which is a practical solution to handle a broad
range of OOD in real world scenarios.
In this dissertation, I focus on information flow in neural networks to develop represen-
tations for detecting and generalizing to OOD. In particular, both activation from forward
propagation and gradients from backpropagation are utilized as key components to con-
struct the representations. First, I develop gradient-based representations which can clearly
separate OOD from ID. Gradients are generated through backpropagation to train neural
networks by minimizing designed loss functions [3]. During training, the gradients with
respect to the weights provide directional information to update the neural network and
learn knowledge that it has not learned. Since the neural network has been already trained
with ID data, the gradients from ID data do not guide a significant change of the current
weight. However, the gradients from OOD data guide more drastic updates on the network
to fully represent data. Therefore, the gradients can be used to distinguish OOD from ID
by measuring how much model update is required by the input compared to ID data.
The advantages and the limitations of gradient-based representations are also thor-
oughly analyzed in comparison with the activation-based representations. While gradient-
3
Detection of Out-of-Distribution






Trained with “no parking” and “no right”
à Classify “no stopping” 
with auxiliary information
OOD “no stopping” is
In-distribution (ID)
“no stopping”
Figure 1.2: Detection of out-of-distribution (OOD) and Generalization to OOD using in-
distribution (ID) features.
based representations can distinguish between ID and OOD, they are limited to represent
what the network does not know. Therefore, it is not feasible to perform target tasks such as
classification only using gradient-based representations. On the other hand, the activation-
based representations are the most commonly used form of representations which contain
rich information about training data to perform target tasks. Since the activation-based rep-
resentations characterize what the network knows, they suffer in detecting OOD compared
to the gradient-based representations. Based on these advantages and limitations of the
activation- and the gradient-based representations, we seek for complementing each other
for detecting and generalizing to OOD.
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Finally, the activation-based representations learned with auxiliary data is developed
for generalization to OOD. In particular, we measure the alignment between the query data
and auxiliary information for ID and OOD to detect OOD. The alignment with the auxiliary
information for OOD characterizes what the network does not know. In addition, the neural
network use the auxiliary information to learn the association between ID and OOD and
to generalize to OOD. One of the challenges in learning with the auxiliary information
is that the representations are biased toward ID for the target task. Since only auxiliary
information is provided for OOD while fully annotated data is available for ID, the neural
networks easily overfit to ID and the representations are optimized to perform well only for
ID. This bias should be calibrated to make the neural networks generalize to not only ID
but also to OOD. To overcome this challenge, we first detect OOD and the detection results
are utilized to calibrate the prediction.
Developed representations for OOD contribute to a broad range of machine learning ap-
plications where only limited data is available for learning. Expensive data collection and
annotation often limit the size of training data, which results in more OOD data for the net-
work. Developed representations characterize diverse OOD data and their effectiveness is
rigorously validated in the applications including anomaly detection and generalized zero-
shot learning. We show that these representations can be utilized to achieve the generalized





In this chapter, we comprehensively review the literature related to representation learn-
ing for OOD. I first explain the development of representation learning techniques and
introduce existing approaches for OOD detection. In particular, we focus on techniques to
obtain the representations that distinguish between ID and OOD. We also review developed
representations for the generalization of neural networks to OOD. Learning with auxiliary
information and bias calibration techniques will be mainly explained.
2.1 Representation Learning
Representation is obtained through the transformation of data to make target tasks easier
for the algorithms. Therefore, the representation focuses on highlighting important fea-
tures of data which can be useful to solve the task. Since the useful features of data vary
depending on the task, the representation is also task-dependant. For instance, the represen-
tation is desired to minimize the intra-class distance and maximize the inter-class distance
between data for classification tasks to be easily performed. However, in dictionary learn-
ing, sparse representation is desired to achieve the robustness and the interpretability of
features [4, 5]. As availability of data increases, target tasks become more complicated
and more descriptive representations are required. Hence, techniques to obtain representa-
tions from handcrafting to data-driven approaches have advanced to achieve the success in
complicated information processing tasks.
Traditional signal processing techniques have focused on deriving handcrafted repre-
sentations. Frequency domain representations obtained by techniques including but not
limited to Fourier transform, Wavelet transform, and Curvelet transform are one of the most
traditional representations which characterize diverse frequency components presented in
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data. These representations become particularly useful for applications which require adap-
tive processing for different frequency bands such as data compression or denoising [6, 7].
Image processing techniques have also focused on directly extracting specific visual feature
such as edges [8], color [9], and structures [10]. These representations for visual features
are utilized as fundamental components for diverse computer vision and image processing
tasks such as image, video quality assessment and super resolution [11]. Since handcrafted
representations are obtained from closed-form expressions for feature engineering, repre-
sentations are interpretable and easy to manipulate. However, as data that the task needs to
be performed on becomes larger, the feature engineering faces challenges in generalizing
and the representation capability becomes limited.
Representation learning from a large amount of data enables to obtain generalizable
representations. Depending on utilized supervision, data-driven representations can be cat-
egorized into supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised, and self-supervised representa-
tions. First, supervised learning aims at training neural networks which accurately predict
data labels such as class, bounding boxes, and segmentation maps. Representations are
learned to discriminate different labels and widely utilized for tasks such as object recogni-
tion, detection, and segmentation [12, 13, 14]. Although supervised representations achieve
successful performance in diverse large-scale datasets, they are limited by expensive data
collection and annotation. This limitation becomes particularly problematic for applica-
tions where domain expertise is required to annotate the data such as seismic or medical
data interpretation. To overcome this limitation, representation learning techniques which
do not use fully annotated data are developed.
Unsupervised learning does not require annotated data while constraints are imposed
during training to generate representations with desired characteristics. Autoencoders and
generative models fall into this category. An autoencoder learns a regularized latent rep-
resentation of input to reconstruct it as output [15]. Depending on constraints imposed in
the latent representation, variants of the autoencoder exist. A sparse autoencoder is trained
7
with l1 regularization in the latent space and enforces the latent variables to be sparse [16].
This constraint encourages the network to learn the interpretable structure of data in the la-
tent space. A variational autoencoder (VAE) is another variant which constrains the latent
space to follow the Gaussian distribution [17]. The Gaussian constraint enables to generate
images by sampling latent variables from Gaussian distribution and feeding them into the
decoder. Generative adversarial network (GAN) implicitly learns the probability distribu-
tion of input data and generate new data similar to input data [18]. GANs show disentan-
gled representations which characterize visual concepts independently in each dimension
of latent space can be learned through adversarial training [19]. Although unsupervised
learning overcomes the limitation of expensive annotation, the neural networks cannot get
explicit supervision during training, which leads to performance degradation compared to
supervised networks.
Semi-supervised learning is a hybrid between supervised and unsupervised learning
since it learns representations with both labeled and unlabeled data. Self-training is one
of the most widely used semi-supervised learning techniques [20]. Supervised models are
first trained with the labeled data and used to predict pseudo-labels for unlabeled data. Un-
labeled data whose pseudo-labels are predicted with high confidence is included for the
re-training of the supervised models [21]. Co-training extends self-training and uses mul-
tiple supervised classifiers to generate more accurate pseudo-labels [22]. For co-training,
it is essential to prevent classifiers from being excessively correlated so that they can com-
plement each other. Several perturbation-based models are proposed based on the intuition
that model prediction should be consistent for similar data [23, 24]. Hence, each data with
and without noise are evaluated by the model and consistency costs are applied as regular-
ization during training. This consistency constraint enables to accurately propagate correct
labels for unlabeled data. Semi-supervised learning enables to avoid expensive manual
annotation but unlabelled data should be carefully chosen to complement labeled data to
obtain useful representations.
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Self-supervised learning aims and learning representations without relying on manual
supervision. In comparison with unsupervised learning, self-supervised representations are
often learned by solving a pretext task the goal of which is to predict the properties of trans-
formation applied on data. For instance, visual representations can be learned by solving
image Jigsaw puzzles, predict the angle of image rotation, image inpainting, and coloriza-
tion [25, 26, 27, 28]. Also, based on the motivation that solving pretext tasks of predicting
properties of transformation makes representations covariant to the transformations, several
method propose pretext invariant representations [29, 30]. These approaches encourage the
representations of original data and transformed data to be similar. The authors show these
representations are more effective than those from supervised pretraining on detection and
segmentation tasks.
In this dissertation, we focus on learning paradigms suitable to obtain representations
of OOD. Based on the assumption that we only have access to ID data, we explore un-
supervised and supervised representation learning frameworks for both scenarios where
we have ID data with and without annotations. In particular, we first develop an unsuper-
vised learning framework to detect OOD and show representations for detecting OOD can
be successfully incorporated in a supervised learning framework for the generalization to
OOD.
2.2 Detection of Out-of-distribution
We establish a new categorization of representations based on the information flow that
the representations are obtained from. Most of representations from neural networks are
obtained in a form of activation, which is the outcome from the feedforward propagation
of data through the networks. We refer to them as activation-based representations. On
the other hand, we develop novel representations which are constructed by backpropagated
gradients, called gradient-based representations. While various techniques for learning
activation-based representations are developed, the representation capability of gradient-
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based representations remains largely unexplored. We explain literature related to activation-
and gradient-based representations in the context of OOD detection.
Research on OOD detection has been conducted under the several names of topics
including OOD detection, anomaly detection, novelty detection, and one-class classifica-
tion. A common goal of these research topics is to learn representations that differentiate
OOD from ID when only ID data is available during training. However, different types of
OOD have been utilized to validate the effectiveness of the representations. First, datasets
different from the training dataset form one type of OOD. For example, a general scene
image dataset can be a OOD for the neural network trained with a handwritten digit image
dataset. Second, different classes of data not used for training can be also considered as
OOD. When the neural network is trained with digit 0 images in the handwritten digit im-
age dataset, remaining digit images in the same dataset are in OOD. Finally, perturbations
applied on data shift the data distribution and make data OOD. The distribution of digit
images with distortions or artifacts is OOD for the distribution of pristine digit images. We
broadly review existing representation learning techniques dealing with different types of
OOD in following subsections.
2.2.1 Activation-based Representations
Confidence-calibrated activation-based representations are explored for OOD detection.
Prediction confidence is often obtained from the output of the softmax classifier. When
prediction confidence is ideally calibrated, the neural networks predicts labels for OOD
data with less confidence and we can differentiate OOD from ID using the confidence
value. However, the authors in [2] point out that class prediction confidence is poorly cal-
ibrated in modern deep neural networks. The deep neural networks confidently predicts
labels for OOD data, which makes it challenging to distinguish OOD from ID. To remedy
this problem, they show temperature scaling which simply scales and softens the softmax
output distribution is effective for confidence calibration [31, 32]. [33] also use gradient-
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based input preprocessing and temperature scaling and analyze the contribution of them for
OOD detection. In [34], Mahalanobis distance-based confidence score is proposed and it
shows better performance in OOD detection compared to softmax-based confidence score.
[35] uses a neural network which generates not only prediction logits but also a confidence
logit to learn calibrate confidence scores for data. In particular, the task loss is designed
to be minimized when the confidence score is correctly estimated. The confidence score is
directly used to detect OOD. The authors in [36] note that existing works [33, 34, 37] have
limitations that they require OOD data for hyperparameter tuning or regularization. [36]
overcomes this limitation by using decomposed confidence scores and a modified input pre-
processing method which uses ID data to tune the parameter. While learning confidence-
calibrated activation-based representations is an intuitive solution for OOD detection, most
of the methods require input preprocessing or regularization which may sacrifice the repre-
sentation capability for the original target task.
Several works propose learning constrained activation-based representations for the de-
tection of OOD. In particular, when the representations are constrained during training
with ID data, OOD data results in representations that deviate from the constraint while
ID generates relatively more constrained representations. By measuring the deviation from
the constraint imposed on representations, ID and OOD can be separated. Learning to
constrain encoded representations inside hyperplane or hypersphere is actively explored to
detect anomalies from OOD. One-Class support vector machine (OC-SVM) learns a max-
imum margin hyperplane which separates data from the origin in the feature space [38].
Abnormal data is expected to lie on the other side of normal data and separated by the hy-
perplane. The authors in [39] extend the idea of OC-SVM and propose to learn a smallest
hypersphere that encloses the most of training data in the feature space. In [40], a deep
neural network is trained to constrain the activation-based representations of data into the
minimum volume of hypersphere. For a given test sample, an anomaly score is defined by
the distance between the sample and the center of hypersphere.
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Learning the constrained activation-based representations from autoencoders has been
another dominant approach for OOD detection. The autoencoder generates two well-
constrained representations, which are latent representation and reconstructed data repre-
sentation through unsupervised learning. Based on these constrained representations, latent
loss or reconstruction error have been widely used as anomaly scores which characterize
the probability of the data being from OOD. In [41], [42], the authors argue that anomalies
cannot be accurately projected in the latent space and are poorly reconstructed. Therefore,
they propose to use the reconstruction error to detect anomalies. The authors in [43] fit
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) to reconstruction error features and latent variables and
estimate the likelihood of inputs to detect anomalies. The neural network estimates the
parameters of GMM to predict the mixture membership of query data. In [44], the authors
develop an autoregressive density estimation model to learn the probability distribution of
the latent representation. The autoregressive estimator consists of masked fully connec-
tions and masked stacked convolution. The likelihood of the latent representation and the
reconstruction error are used to detect abnormal OOD data.
Adversarial training is also utilized to differentiate the representation of abnormal OOD
data. In general, a generator learns to generate realistic data similar to training data and
a discriminator is trained to discriminate whether the data is generated from the genera-
tor (fake) or from training data (real) [18]. The discriminator learns a decision boundary
around training data and is utilized as an abnormality detector during testing. In [45], the
authors adversarially train a discriminator with an autoencoder to classify reconstructed
images from original images and distorted images. In this case, the distorted images are
utilized to model OOD and the discriminator is utilized as an anomaly detector during test-
ing. In [46], the mapping from a query image to a latent variable in a generative adversarial
network (GAN) [18] is estimated. The loss which measures visual similarity and feature
matching for the mapping is utilized as an anomaly score. The authors in [47] use an adver-
sarial autoencoder [48] to learn the parameterized manifold in the latent space and estimate
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probability distributions for anomaly detection. In [49], a GAN is trained to generate OOD
samples that result in uniform distribution of the classifier output. When the classifier is
trained with ID, uniform distribution of the classifier output indicates that the classifier is
not confident in predicting classes of the generated samples. The classifier is jointly trained
with the GAN and make confidence-calibrated predictions to detect OOD.
Aforementioned works exclusively focus on distinguishing between ID and OOD using
the activation-based representations. In particular, most of the algorithms use adversarial
networks or likelihood estimation networks to further constrain activation-based represen-
tations. These networks often require a large amount of training parameters and computa-
tions. We show that a directional constraint imposed on the gradient-based representations
enables to achieve the state-of-the-art anomaly detection performance using only a back-
bone autoencoder with significantly less number of model parameters.
2.2.2 Gradient-based Representations
Backpropagated gradients as data representations are explored in this dissertation. The
backpropagated gradients have been utilized in diverse applications including but not lim-
ited to visualization, adversarial attacks, and image classification. The backpropagated
gradients have been widely used for the visualization of deep networks. In [50], [51], in-
formation that networks have learned for a specific target class is mapped back to the pixel
space through the backpropagation and visualized. The authors in [52] utilize the gradi-
ents with respect to the activation to weight the activation and visualize the reasoning for
prediction that neural networks have made. The authors in [53] use gradients to generate
contrastive explanations in neural networks. When the neural network predicts a class P
for a given image, a class of interest Q is given as a label to compute the loss and generate
gradients. These gradients provide explanations why the neural network predicts P rather
than Q. An adversarial attack is another application of gradients. In [54], [55], the authors
show that adversarial attacks can be generated by adding an imperceptibly small vector
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which is the signum of input gradients. Adding small perturbations based on gradients is
also utilized as an input processing technique for OOD detection [33, 34]. The gradient of
the softmax score with respect to input is computed and the perturbation is added on input
to increase the softmax score of any given input. This perturbation has stronger effect on
ID data and separates softmax scores from ID and OOD. Several works have incorporated
gradients with respect to the input in a form of regularization during the training of neural
networks to improve the robustness [56], [57], [58]. Although existing works have shown
that the gradients with respect to the input or the activation can be useful for diverse appli-
cations, the gradients with respect to the weights of neural networks have not been actively
explored aside from its role in training deep networks.
A few works have explored the gradients with respect to the model parameters as fea-
tures for data. The authors in [59] propose to use Fisher kernels which are based on the
normalized gradient vectors of the generative model for image categorization. The authors
in [60, 61] characterize information encoded in the neural network and utilize Fisher in-
formation to represent tasks. In [62], the gradients of the neural network are utilized to
classify distorted images and objectively estimate the quality of them. [63] extracts gradi-
ents from each layer of a supervised image classifier and use them as features to perform
OOD detection. In particular, a confounding label is used to generate the gradients and a
OOD detector is trained with the gradients from ID and OOD. The gradients have been also
studied as a local liner approximation to a neural network [64]. Our approach differs from
other existing works in two main aspects. First, we generalize the Fisher kernel principal
using the backpropagated gradients from the neural networks. Since we use the backprop-
agated gradients to estimate the Fisher score of normal data distribution, the data does not
need to be modeled by known probabilistic distributions such as a GMM. Second, we use
the gradients to represent information that the networks have not learned. In particular,
we provide our interpretation of gradients which characterize abnormal information for the
neural networks and validate their effectiveness in OOD detection.
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2.3 Generalization to Out-of-Distribution
We develop activation-based representations with auxiliary data for the generalization to
OOD. There have been a number works focusing on learning activation-based representa-
tions with auxiliary information but in this literature survey, we specifically focus on those
representations for generalizing learned knowledge to OOD. Since we do not have access
to OOD data, the auxiliary information should contain meaningful high-level concepts that
transcend classes in both ID and OOD [65]. For example, assume that “bee” or “cat” are ID
classes while “zebra” is a OOD class. The auxiliary information of their common attribute
“stripe” will allow neural networks to utilize stripe visual features learned from ID class to
characterize the OOD “zebra” class. Hence, it is critical to learn strong association between
data and auxiliary information for generalization to OOD. We review various techniques to
learn aligned representations for both visual data and auxiliary information.
We also explain bias calibration for activation-based representations learned with aux-
iliary information. While generalizing to OOD, we expect neural networks to successfully
perform target tasks for both ID and OOD. However, when test data is from both ID and
OOD, the neural networks are easily biased to perform well for ID data while poorly for
OOD. This is because we do not use any OOD data to learn representations while fully
annotated data is used to learn ID representations. To overcome this challenge, several
techniques have been developed to calibrate the prediction of neural networks. We review
details of these works and highlight the novelty in our approach.
2.3.1 Aligned Representations for Visual Features and Attributes
Learning aligned representations for visual data and auxiliary information of attribute data
is widely explored for the generalization to OOD. In [66], semantic knowledge learned
from text data is used as a type of attributes and aligned with visual representations in the
joint embedding space. In particular, a skip-gram text model is trained to predict adjacent
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terms using a corpus from wikipedia. This text model is used to obtain features for the
text label. The distance between image features from a image classification model and
the corresponding text label features are minimized in the embedding space. The authors
in [67] use autoencoders to obtain representations for visual data and textual attributes.
Also, a cross-modality distribution matching constraint which minimizes the maximum
mean discrepancy between visual and attribute features is imposed to align the represen-
tations. In [68], the joint representation is learned by matching the graph structure of
semantic space and model space. The semantic space is defined by representations of at-
tributes and the model space is constructed by using classes as nodes and model weights
as edges. The coordinates in the model space is considered as the projection of vertices
in the semantic space to align both graphs. The authors in [69] propose to map images
to the semantic embedding space through the convex combination of semantic embedding
vectors. A latent probabilistic model is proposed in [70] to learn the statistical relationship
between visual and attribute representations. To be specific, a binary predictor is trained to
output a likelihood score which indicates whether visual data and attributes are correspond-
ing or not. The authors in [71, 72] propose to learn compatibility functions that can relate
the visual features with attribute representations. The compatibility functions are learned
by modelling the relationship between features, attributes, and classes in a linear two-layer
network. The first layer related features to attributes, and the second layer is fixed as given
relationship between attributes and classes. In [73], the authors propose to learn the joint
representations through contrastive learning and generalize the representations to unseen
classes by imposing a transferability constraint. In [74], a dense attribute-based attention
mechanism is proposed to align attributes with local visual features instead of global fea-
ture vectors from images. In this dissertation, we use a two-stream autoencoder which
shares representations from each stream to learn joint embedding.
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2.3.2 Generative Models for Feature Generation
Generative models such as generative adversarial networks (GANs) [18] and variational
autoencoders (VAEs) [17] have been widely used to generate OOD data from attributes.
Generated OOD can be utilized to learn representations for OOD. Compared to the aligned
representations of visual data and attributes in a shared embedding space, generative mod-
els can be considered as mapping from attributes to visual data. The authors in [75] use a
Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [76] conditioned on attribute information to generate unseen
visual features. To ensure the generated features to be class discriminant, classification
loss over generated features are also imposed during training. [77] uses a multi-modal
cycle consistency loss which enforces accurate reconstruction from generated visual fea-
tures to attributes. By doing so, the authors argue that GANs generated visual features that
share more semantic concepts with attributes. [78] proposes gradient matching loss on the
WGAN to generate class discriminant visual features of OOD. In particular, the authors
hypothesize that when a generative model learns true class manifolds, the gradients from
generated and real samples should be highly correlated. They show that generated OOD
enable to learn effective representations for OOD classification. [79] uses a diffusion reg-
ularization which aims at reducing the reluctant dimensions in the synthesized data and
diffusing information to all the dimensions. In [80], a modified WGAN is used to generate
visual prototypes in an episode-based training setup. In each episode during training, ID
data is split into a support set and a refining set. The neural networks learn base repre-
sentations from ID data and attributes. By performing a target task of OOD classification
on the refining set and update the model, the model accumulates the experience of rep-
resenting OOD data. [81] uses a single conditional generator trained via an alternating
backpropagation algorithm to generate visual features. Instead of GANs, several meth-
ods are based on conditional VAEs to synthesize samples [82, 83]. In [84], a two-stream
VAE is utilized to generate latent representations for OOD and the latent representations
are used to train a classifier. In comparison with the standard VAEs, cross-alignment loss
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is imposed on reconstruction space and distribution-alignment loss is used for the latent
representations. Both losses aim at learning aligned representations for ID data and corre-
sponding attributes. This alignment enables to generate OOD features by using attributes
of OOD data. Although generative model-based approaches have achieved successful per-
formance in GZSL, generative models often require a large number of model parameters.
Our developed method is not relying on any generative models and requires significantly
less computational resources to train the model.
2.3.3 Calibration of Biased Prediction Toward Seen Classes
Several works have focused on preventing models from making a biased prediction to-
ward ID data when test data is drawn from both ID and OOD. [85] proposes a gating
model which estimates the local outlier probability for unseen class detection. In particu-
lar, each in-distribution class is modeled by Gaussian distribution the mean and the variance
of which are semantic word vector and the covariance of ID classes. A simple threshold
on the estimated likelihood is used as an OOD detector. The authors in [86] propose di-
verse ways to detect OOD data and use them for OOD classification. First, a ID classifier
is trained to classify ID data and an OOD classifier is trained with generated data from a
GAN. In addition, the authors train another classifier to select either the ID or OOD clas-
sifier to use for the query data. This model selector can be considered as a hard-gating
model. A soft-gating model is also proposed to combine predictions for the ID and the
OOD classifier to predict the final class of the query test data. Finally, they add a classifier
trained on both ID and OOD data to correct predictions from the separate ID and OOD
classifiers. In [87], adaptive confidence-based smoothing is utilized with the soft-gating
model which combines prediction scores from the seen and the unseen expert. OOD de-
tection is performed based on the top-k output of the softmax classifier. Also, the authors
use Laplace smoothing to incorporate the prior information about ID and OOD. [88] filters
out seen class samples by thresholding the entropy of the predicted scores and predicts the
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seen and the unseen classes separately. In addition auto-searched semantic-visual embed-
ding is developed for unseen OOD image recognition. The authors in [89] propose using
temperature scaling [32] and an entropy-based regularization to mitigate the overfitting on
ID class data. [90] calibrates the ID class prediction by using calibrated stacking which
reduces the prediction scores for ID classes. In this dissertation, we develop representa-
tion learning techniques which learns the activation-based representations with auxiliary
information both for detecting and generalizing to OOD.
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CHAPTER 3
GRADIENT-BASED REPRESENTATIONS FOR OUT-OF-DISTRIBUTION
DETECTION
Representations from neural networks plays a key role in anomalous OOD detection. The
representations are expected to clearly differentiate normal data from abnormal data. To
achieve the separation, most of existing anomaly detection algorithms deploy a represen-
tation obtained in a form of activation. The activation-based representation is constrained
during training. During inference, deviation of activation from the constrained represen-
tation is formulated as an anomaly score. In Figure 3.1, we demonstrate an example of
a widely used activation-based representation from an autoencoder. Assume that the au-
toencoder is trained with digit ‘0’ and learns to accurately reconstruct curved edges. When
an abnormal image, digit ‘5’, is given to the network, the top and bottom curved edges
are correctly reconstructed but the relatively complicated structure of straight edges in the
middle cannot be reconstructed. Reconstruction error measures the difference between the
target and the reconstructed image and it can be used to detect anomalies [44], [42]. The
reconstructed image, which is the activation-based representation from the autoencoder,
characterizes what the network knows about input. Thus, abnormality is characterized by
measuring how much of the input does not correspond to the learned information of the
network.
In this chapter, we propose using gradient-based representations to detect abnormal
OOD by characterizing model updates caused by data. Gradients are generated through
backpropagation to train neural networks by minimizing designed loss functions [3]. Dur-
ing training, the gradients with respect to the weights provide directional information to
update the neural network and learn knowledge that it has not learned. The gradients from

















Figure 3.1: Activation and gradient-based representation for anomaly detection. While
activation characterizes how much of input correspond to learned information, gradients
focus on model updates required by the input.
ents from abnormal data guide more drastic updates on the network to fully represent data.
In the example given in Figure 3.1, the autoencoder needs larger updates to accurately re-
construct the abnormal image, digit ‘5’, than the normal image, digit ‘0’. Therefore, the
gradients can be utilized as representations to characterize abnormality of data. We pro-
pose to detect anomalies by measuring how much model update is required by the input
compared to normal data.
The gradient-based representations have several advantages compared to the activation-
based representations, particularly for OOD detection. First of all, the gradient-based repre-
sentations provide abnormality characterization at different levels of data abstraction. The
deviation of the activation-based representations from the constraint, often formulated as a
loss (L), is measured from the output of specific layers. On the other hand, the gradients
with respect to the weights ( ∂L
∂W ) can be obtained from any layer through backpropagation.
This enables the algorithm to capture fine-grained abnormality both in low-level character-
istics such as edge or color and high-level class semantics. In addition, the gradient-based
representations provide directional information to characterize anomalies. The loss in the
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activation-based representation often measures the distance between representations of nor-
mal and abnormal data. However, by utilizing a loss defined in the gradient-based repre-
sentations, we can use vectors to analyze direction in which the representation of abnormal
data deviates from that of normal data. Considering that the gradients are obtained in paral-
lel with the activation, the directional information of the gradients provides complementary
features for anomaly detection along with the activation.
The gradients as representations have not been actively explored for OOD detection.
The gradients have been utilized in diverse applications such as adversarial attack gener-
ation and visualization [50], [54]. However, to the best of our knowledge, our developed
gradient-based representation is the first attempt to explore the representation capability of
backpropagated gradients for anomalies. We validate the effectiveness of gradient-based
representations for OOD detection through comprehensive experiments. In particular, we
compare the gradients with the activation-based representations and highlight the effective-
ness of gradient features in OOD detection. Also, we perform OOD detection for different
classes and conditions of inputs to show the generalizability of gradient features for differ-
ent types of OOD. The contributions of this chapter are three folds:
i We propose a framework to characterize OOD from the model perspective using gradi-
ents.
ii We analyze the representation capability of the gradient compared to activations through
controlled experiments.
iii We validate the generalizability of gradient features for different classes and input con-
ditions.
3.1 Geometric Interpretation of Gradients
We use an autoencoder, which is an unsupervised representation learning framework to























Figure 3.2: Geometric interpretation of gradients.
fθ, and a decoder, gφ. From an input image, x, a latent variable, z, is generated as z =
fθ(x) and a reconstructed image is obtained by feeding the latent variable into the decoder,
gφ(fθ(x)). The training is performed by minimizing a loss function, J(x; θ, φ), defined as
follows:
J(x; θ, φ) = L(x, gφ(fθ(x))) + Ω(z; θ, φ), (3.1)
where L is a reconstruction error, which measures the dissimilarity between the input and
the reconstructed image and Ω is a regularization term for the latent variable.
We visualize the geometric interpretation of backpropagated gradients in Figure 3.2.
The autoencoder is trained to accurately reconstruct training images and the reconstructed
training images form a manifold. We assume that the structure of the manifold is a linear
plane as shown in the figure for the simplicity of explanation. During testing, any given in-
put to the autoencoder is projected onto the reconstructed image manifold through the pro-
jection, gφ(fθ(·)). Ideally, perfect reconstruction is achieved when the reconstructed image
manifold includes the input image. Assume that abnormal data distribution is outside of
the reconstructed image manifold. When an abnormal image, xout, sampled from the dis-
tribution is input to the autoencoder, it will be reconstructed as x̂out through the projection,
gφ(fθ(xout)). Since the abnormal image has not been utilized for training, it will be poorly
reconstructed. The distance between xout and x̂out is formulated as the reconstruction er-
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ror and characterizes the abnormality of the data as shown in the left side of Figure 3.2.




, can be calculated through the back-
propagation of the reconstruction error. These gradients represent required changes in the
reconstructed image manifold to incorporate the abnormal image and reconstruct it accu-
rately as shown in the right side of Figure 3.2. In other words, these gradients characterize
orthogonal variations of the abnormal data distribution with respect to the reconstructed
image manifold.
The interpretation of gradients from the data manifold perspective highlights the advan-
tages of gradients in anomaly detection. In activation-based representations, the abnormal-
ity is characterized by distance information measured using a designed loss function. On
the other hand, the gradients provide directional information, which indicates the move-
ment of manifold in which data representations reside. This movement characterizes, in
particular, in which direction the abnormal data distribution deviates from the representa-
tions of normal data. Furthermore, the gradients obtained from different layers provide a
comprehensive perspective to represent anomalies with respect to the current representa-
tions of normal data. Therefore, the directional information from gradients can be utilized
as complementary information to the distance information from the activation.
3.2 Statistical Analysis on Gradient-based Representations
We perform statistical analysis on both activation-based and gradients to show the effec-
tiveness of them in characterizing novel data. We train a VAE [17] by minimizing a loss
defined as follows:
J(x; θ, φ) = −Egφ(z|x)[log fθ(x|z)] + KL[gφ(z|x)||f(z)], (3.2)
where KL is the Kullback Leibler divergence between two distributions and we assume
f(z) = N(z|0, I). Therefore, KL divergence constrains the latent space of VAE to be the
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(a) Reconstruction error (b) Latent loss (c) Gradient
Figure 3.3: Statistical deviation between inliers and outliers.
Gaussian distribution. The first term in the loss corresponds to the reconstruction error, L,
and calculated using binary cross entropy. The second term is the latent loss, Ω in Equa-
tion 3.1. We train the VAE using digit ‘5’ images in MNIST [91] which are considered as
inliers and other digit images are considered as outliers. We obtain the reconstruction error
and the latent loss by passing test images through the VAE pre-trained with digit ‘5’. The
gradients are extracted from the first layer of the decoder through the backpropagation of
the reconstruction error from each test image.
We visualize histograms of the reconstruction error, the latent loss, and the `2 norm of
gradients in Figure 3.3 (a), (b), (c), respectively. Furthermore, we provide percentages of
samples in the overlapped region of the histograms to quantify the separation between two
distributions from the inliers and the outliers. Ideally, large separation between the inliers
and the outliers is desired for effective OOD detection. As shown in these histograms, the
`2 norm of backpropagated gradients, which measures the magnitude of gradients, better
separates the inliers and the outliers than the reconstruction error and the latent loss. This
shows that the magnitude of the gradients is more informative in characterizing abnormal
data compared to other activation-based measures. In the following section, we utilize
both magnitude and direction information of gradients by using them as features for OOD
detection and highlight the performance from gradient features.
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Figure 3.4: 14 different traffic signs in CURE-TSR.
3.3 Dataset Generation
We create a dataset to rigorously validate the effectiveness of gradient features in detecting
diverse types of OOD. Most of existing anomaly detection algorithms are validated for de-
tecting OOD classes. However, in real-world scenarios, there can be more various types of
OOD than OOD classes. For instance, environmental challenging conditions, processing
artifacts, and distortion can create different OOD for models trained with pristine ID data.
This motivates us to create a dataset which contains diverse challenging conditions that can
be encountered in a real application such as autonomous driving. Our dataset is named
Challenging Unreal and Real Environments for Traffic Sign Recognition (CURE-TSR)
dataset which is the most comprehensive publicly-available traffic sign recognition dataset
with controlled challenging conditions.
We compare CURE-TSR with other existing traffic sign recognition datasets to high-
light the advantages of CURE-TSR in terms of its scale and diverse challenging conditions.
Timofte et al. [92] introduced the Belgium traffic sign classification (BelgiumTSC) dataset
whose images were acquired with a van that had 8 roof-mounted cameras. Acquisition
vehicle cruised in streets of Belgium and images were captured every meter. A subset
of these images were selected and traffic signs were cropped to obtain the BelgiumTSC
dataset. Stallkamp et al. [93, 94] introduced the German traffic sign recognition bench-
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Figure 3.5: A challenge-free stop sign and stop signs with 8 different challenge types
and 5 different challenge levels. Challenging conditions become more severe as the level
becomes higher.
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instance in the dataset is adjusted to have 30 images. BelgiumTSC and GTSRB datasets
are limited in terms of challenging environmental conditions and they do not include meta-
data related to the type of challenging conditions or their levels. Because of limited control
in data acquisition setup, it is not possible to perform controlled experiments with these
datasets. The total number of annotated signs including BelgiumTSC and GTSRB datasets
is around 60, 000, which may not be sufficient to test the robustness of recognition algo-
rithms comprehensively against OOD. To compensate the shortcomings in the literature,
we introduce the CURE-TSR dataset. Traffic sign images in the CURE-TSR dataset were
cropped from the CURE-TSD dataset [95, 96, 97], which includes around 1.7 million real-
world and simulator images. Real-world images were obtained from the BelgiumTS video
sequences. There are 14 traffic signs with annotations in both environments, which are
shown in Fig. Figure 3.4. Sign types include speed limit, goods vehicles, no overtaking, no
stopping, no parking, stop, bicycle, hump, no left, no right, priority to, no entry, yield, and
parking. Sequences were processed with state-of-the-art visual effect software Adobe(c)
After Effects to simulate challenging conditions, which include rain, snow, haze, shadow,
darkness, brightness, blurriness, dirtiness, colorlessness, sensor and codec errors. We visu-
alize traffic sign images with 8 different challenge types and 5 different levels, which are
used for our OOD detection experiments, in Figure 3.5. Level 5 images contain the most
severe challenge effect and level 1 images are least affected by the challenging conditions.
Since level 1 images are perceptually most similar to the challenge-free image, it is more
challenging for anomaly detection algorithms to classify level 1 images as outliers.
We ensure the diversity challenging conditions and the proper scaling of challenge lev-
els by performing baseline analysis with different features for traffic sign recognition. In
the German traffic sign recognition benchmark (GTSRB) [93], histogram of oriented gra-
dient (HOG) features were utilized to report the baseline traffic sign recognition results. In
the Belgium traffic sign classification (BelgiumTSC) benchmark, cropped traffic sign im-
ages were converted into grayscale and rescaled to 28 × 28 patches, which were included
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Figure 3.6: Performance versus challenge levels on CURE-TSR.
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in the baseline. Moreover, HoG features were also used as a baseline method. They classi-
fied traffic sign images with methods including support vector machines (SVMs). Similar
to GTSRB and BelgiumTS datasets, we use rescaled grayscale and color images as well
as HoG features as baseline. In the final classification stage, we utilize one-vs-all SVMs
with radial basis kernels and softmax classifiers. In addition to aforementioned techniques,
we also use a shallow convolutional neural network, which consists of two convolutional
layers followed by two fully connected layers, and a softmax classifier. We preprocessed
images using l2 normalization, mean subtraction, and division by standard deviation. We
show the performance of these classifiers on 12 challenge types and 5 challenge conditions
in Figure 3.6. As shown in the plots, the classifiers experience characteristic performance
degradation across different challenging conditions and levels. This supports that CURE-




We conduct controlled experiments to analyze the gradient features for OOD detection.
In particular, we perform OOD class detection and OOD condition detection using gra-
dients and compare the performance with activation-based representations. In OOD class
detection, samples from one class are considered as inliers and other class samples are con-
sidered as outliers. For OOD condition detection, images without any effect are utilized
as inliers and images captured under challenging conditions such as distortions or environ-
mental effects are used as outliers. We only use the inliers for training and classify both
inliers and outliers during testing.
For the fair comparison between gradients and activation-based representations, we
first train a VAE as described in section 3.2 using the inliers. Then, we train three different























Figure 3.7: Generation of gradient features.
gradients as features. These classifiers are visualized in Figure 3.8. The classifier consists
of two linear layers and sigmoid nonlinear activation layers between the linear layers. The
reconstruction error and the latent loss are calculated as suggested in [17] but we do not take
sum over all elements but use vectors as features for the classifiers. We obtain the gradients
by backpropagating the reconstruction error as shown in Figure 3.7. To train a supervised
classifier, we need outlier training images. As suggested in [45], we distort the inlier images
by adding Gaussian noise and use the distorted images as the training outliers. For the OOD
class detection, we extract gradients from the first layer of the decoder since the layer close
to the latent representation is supposed to contain high-level semantic information. On
the other hand, distortions or challenging conditions alter the low-level characteristics of
images such as edges and colors. Therefore, we extract gradients from the last layer of the
decoder for the OOD condition detection.
We use three image recognition datasets, which are MNIST [91], Fashion MNIST (fM-
NIST) [98], and CIFAR-10 [99], for the OOD class detection task and use CURE-TSR




















Figure 3.8: Three Classifiers trained with reconstruction error, latent loss, and gradient
features.
MNIST Fashion MNIST CIFAR-10
Figure 3.9: Samples from benchmark image recognition datasets.
tain 10 classes of digits, fashion products and color objects, respectively. CURE-TSR
contains traffic sign images with 12 challenging conditions and 5 challenge levels. We
consider 5 challenging conditions which are Lens blur, Dirty lens, Gaussian
blur, Rain, and Haze for this experiment. Test sets contain the same number of inliers
and outliers. For MNIST and fMNSIT, we split the dataset into 5 folds and 60% of each
class is used for training, 20% is used for validation, the remaining 20% is used for testing.
For CIFAR-10 and CURE-TSR, the original training and test splits are used and 10% of
the training images are held out for validation.
3.4.2 OOD class detection
In Table 3.1, we summarize the performance of the OOD class detectors trained using the
activation-based representations (the reconstruction error and the latent loss) and the gra-
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(a) Lens blur (b) Dirty lens (c) Gaussian blur
(d) Rain (e) Haze
Figure 3.10: Novelty condition detection results on CURE-TSR.
dient. The performance is measured by area under receiver operation characteristic curve
(AUROC) for each class and an average AUROC over different classes is also provided
in the table. AUROC is bounded between 0 and 1 and the higher value indicates superior
performance. As shown in the table, the classifiers trained on the gradients outperform
those trained on the activation-based representations by a significant margin for almost
all classes in three datasets. In particular, the best average AUROC performance obtained
from the classifiers trained using the gradients is higher by 0.235, 0.1, and 0.02 respectively
compared to the second best results in three datasets. Also, the variances of AUROC over
10 classes obtained from the gradients are 0.001, 0.003 in MNIST and fMNIST, respec-
tively. These variances are significantly smaller than the second smallest variances 0.044
and 0.011, respectively for both datasets. In CIFAR-10, the variance of AUROC by the
gradients is the second smallest. This indicates that different classes of anomalies are sep-
arated and characterized robustly using the backpropagated gradients. The reconstruction
error shows particularly low performance on MNIST and this may be resulted from the fact
































































































































































































































































































































































































































distorted inliers does not help learning tight decision boundary around the inliers. Given
that the reconstruction error is backpropagated to generate the gradient features, we can
understand the significance of directional information from the gradients by comparing the
performance of the reconstruction errors and the gradients. In all three datasets, the perfor-
mance from the gradient features outperforms that from the reconstruction error by at least
0.04 AUROC scores.
3.4.3 OOD condition detection
In Figure 3.10, we visualize the AUROC results over different challenge levels in each
challenge type using CURE-TSR. The classifiers trained using the gradients outperform
those trained on the reconstruction error and the latent loss for all challenge types and chal-
lenge levels. In terms of an average AUROC over challenge levels, the gradient shows the
largest improvement in Rain followed by Lens blur and Gaussian blur. When
the challenge level is low, challenge images are similar to challenge-free images and hard
to detect. Except for Dirty lens, the gradients achieve at least 0.187 improvement
over the second best results in all challenge types. Five challenging conditions are chosen
to encompass acquisition imperfection, processing artifact, and environmental challeng-
ing conditions. The best results from the gradients show its representation capability in
characterizing diverse types of challenging conditions.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a framework to characterize abnormality from the model per-
spective using gradients. We conducted a comprehensive analysis to compare the perfor-
mance of OOD detection from the activation and the gradient. The statistical analysis
demonstrates that the larger separation between inliers and outliers is achieved using the
gradients compared to the activation. Also, we show that the classifiers trained using the
gradients as features outperform those trained using common activation-based features in
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OOD class and condition detection. Considering that most of existing works have only
focused on developing descriptive activation-based representations, we leave using more
sophisticated training schemes such as adversarial training with gradient features as re-




We develop a regularization technique for gradient-based representations to achieve ac-
curate OOD detection. In the previous chapter, we show that raw gradients from the au-
toencoder are effective features to differentiate ID and OOD. Although the autoencoder
constrains the activation-based representations through the reconstruction error, gradients
which play a critical role in OOD detection remain unconstrained during training. We
investigate the importance of modeling the normality for ID by constraining the gradi-
ents obtained from ID data. The normality is learned using an explicit gradient constraint
that we developed. We motivate the gradient constraint from a theoretical interpretation
of gradients. In addition, we show the constrained gradient-based representations achieve
state-of-the-art performance for OOD class and condition detection in benchmark image
recognition datasets. Also, we highlight the computational efficiency and the simplicity
of the developed method in comparison with other state-of-the-art methods relying on ad-
versarial networks or autoregressive models, which require at least 27 times more model
parameters than the developed method.
4.1 Theoretical Interpretation of Gradients
We derive theoretical explanation for gradient-based representations from information ge-
ometry, particularly using the Fisher kernel. Based on the Fisher kernel, we show that the
gradient-based representations characterize model updates from query data and differen-
tiate normal from abnormal data. We utilize the same setup of an autoencoder described
in section 3.1 but consider the encoder and the decoder as probability distributions [15].
Given the latent variable, z, the decoder models input distribution through a conditional






Figure 4.1: Gradient constraint on the manifold.
− logPφ(x|z). When x is a real value and Pφ(x|z) is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution,
the decoder estimates the mean of the Gaussian. Also, the minimization of the negative log-
likelihood corresponds to using a mean squared error as the reconstruction error. When x
is a binary value, the decoder is assumed to be a Bernoulli distribution. The negative log-
likelihood is formulated as a binary cross entropy loss. Considering the decoder as the
conditional probability enables to interpret gradients using the Fisher kernel.
The Fisher kernel defines a metric between samples using the gradients of generative
probability distribution [101]. Let X be a set of samples and P (X|θ) is a probability den-
sity function of the samples parameterized by θ = [θ1, θ2, ..., θN ]T ∈ RN . This probability
distribution models a Riemannian manifold with a local metric defined by Fisher informa-







] where UXθ = ∇θ logP (X|θ). (4.1)
UXθ is called the Fisher score which describes the contribution of the parameters in mod-
eling the data distribution. In [101], the authors propose the Fisher kernel to measure the
difference between two samples based on the Fisher score. The Fisher kernel, KFK , is
defined as





where Xi and Xj are two data samples. The Fisher kernels enable to extract discriminant
features from the generative model and they have been actively used in diverse applica-
tions such as image categorization, image classification, and action recognition [59], [102],
[103].
We use the Fisher kernel estimated from the autoencoder for abnormal OOD detection.
The distribution of the decoder is parameterized by the weights, φ, and the Fisher score
from the decoder, UXφ,z, is defined as
UXφ,z = ∇φ logP (X|φ, z). (4.3)
Also, since the distribution is learned to be generalizable to the test data, we can use the
Fisher kernel to measure the distance between training data and normal test data, and be-
tween training data and abnormal test data. The Fisher kernel for normal data (inliers),
KinFK , and abnormal data (outliers), K
out
FK , are derived as follows, respectively:








whereXtr, Xte,in, Xte,out are training data, normal test data, and abnormal test data, respec-
tively. For ideal anomaly detection, KoutFK should be larger thanK
in
FK to clearly differentiate
normal and abnormal data. The difference between KinFK and K
out
FK is characterized by the
Fisher scores UXte,inφ,z and U
Xte,out
φ,z . Therefore, the Fisher scores from query data are discrim-
inant features for detecting anomalies. We propose to estimate the Fisher scores using the
backpropagated gradients with respect to the weights of the decoder. Since the autoencoder
is trained to minimize the negative log-likelihood loss, L = − logPφ(x|z), the backpropa-
gated gradients, ∂L
∂φ




when the autoencoder is trained with a sufficiently large amount of data to model the data
distribution. Therefore, we can interpret the gradient-based representations as discriminant
representations obtained from the conditional probabilistic modeling of data for anomaly
detection.
We visualize the gradients with respect to the weights of the decoder obtained by back-
propagating the reconstruction error, L, from normal data, xin,1, xin,2, and abnormal data,
xout,1, in Figure 4.1. These gradients estimate the Fisher scores for inliers and outliers,
which need to be clearly separated for anomaly detection. Given the definition of the Fisher
scores, the gradients from normal data should contribute less to the change of the manifold
compared to those from abnormal data. Therefore, the gradients from normal data should
reside in the tangent space of the manifold but abnormal data results in the gradients or-
thogonal to the tangent space. We achieve this separation in gradient-based representations
through directional constraint described in the following section.
4.2 Gradient Constraint
The separation between inliers and outliers in the representation space is often achieved
by modeling the normality of data. The deviation from the normality model captures the
abnormality. The normality is often modeled through constraints imposed during training.
The constraint allows normal data to be easily constrained but makes abnormal data devi-
ates. For example, the autoencoders constrain the output to be similar to the input and the
reconstruction error measures the deviation. A variational autoencoder (VAE) [104] and
an adversarial autoencoder (AAE) [48] often constrain the latent representation to follow
the Gaussian distribution and the deviation from the Gaussian distribution characterizes
anomalies. In the gradient-based representations, we also impose a constraint during train-




We propose to train an autoencoder with a directional gradient constraint to model the
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normality. In particular, based on the interpretation of gradients from the Fisher kernel per-
spective, we enforce the alignment between gradients. This constraint makes the gradients
from normal data aligned with each other and result in small changes to the manifold. On
the other hand, the gradients from abnormal data will not be aligned with others and guide
abrupt changes to the manifold. We utilize a gradient loss, Lgrad, as a regularization term
in the entire loss function, J . We calculate the cosine similarity between the gradients of
a certain layer i in the decoder at the kth iteration of training, ∂L
∂φi
k, and the average of the





gradient loss at the kth iteration of training is obtained by averaging the cosine similarity




























The overall loss, J , is defined as
J = L+ Ω + αLgrad. (4.7)
The first and the second terms are the reconstruction error and the latent loss, respectively
and they are defined by different types of autoencoders. α is a weight for the gradient
loss. We set sufficiently small α value to ensure that gradients actively explore the optimal
weights until the reconstruction error and the latent loss become small enough. Based on
the interpretation of the gradients described in section 4.1, we only constrain the gradients
of the decoder layers and the encoder layers remain unconstrained.
During training, L is first calculated from the forward propagation. Through the back-
propagation, ∂L
∂φi
k is obtained without updating the weights. Based on the obtained gradient,
the entire loss J is calculated and finally the weights are updated using backpropagated gra-
dients from the loss J . An anomaly score is defined by the combination of the reconstruc-
tion error and the gradient loss as L + βLgrad. Although we use α to weight the gradient
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loss during training, we found that the gradient loss is often more effective than the recon-
struction error for anomaly detection. To better balance the two losses, we use β = 4α for
all the experiments and show that the weighted combination of two losses improve the per-




We conduct abnormal OOD detection experiments to both qualitatively and quantitatively
evaluate the performance of the gradient-based representations. In particular, we perform
OOD class detection and OOODO condition detection using the gradient constraint and
compare GradCon with other state-of-the-art activation-based OOD detection algorithms.
In OOD class detection, images from one class of a dataset are considered as inliers and
used for the training. Images from other classes are considered as outliers. In OOD condi-
tion detection, images without any effect are utilized as inliers and images captured under
challenging conditions such as distortions or environmental effects are considered as out-
liers. Both inliers and outliers are given to the network during testing. The OOD detection
algorithms are expected to correctly classify data of which class and condition differ from
those of the training data.
Datasets We utilize four benchmark datasets, which are CIFAR-10 [99], MNIST [91],
fashion MNIST (fMNIST) [98], and CURE-TSR [100] to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithm. We use CIFAR-10, MNIST, fMNIST for OOD class detection and
CURE-TSR for OOD condition detection. CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 60,000 color im-
ages with 10 classes. MNIST dataset contains 70,000 handwritten digit images from 0 to
9 and fMNIST dataset also has 10 classes of fashion products and there are 7,000 images
per class. CURE-TSR dataset has 637, 560 color traffic sign images which consist of 14
traffic sign types under 5 levels of 12 different challenging conditions. For CIFAR-10,
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CURE-TSR, and MNIST, we follow the protocol described in [105] to create splits. To be
specific, we utilize the original training and the test split of each dataset for training and
testing. 10% of training images are held out for validation. For fMNIST, we follow the
protocol described in [47]. The dataset is split into 5 folds and 60% of each class is used
for training, 20% is used for validation, the remaining 20% is used for testing. In the ex-
periments with CIFAR-10, MNIST, and fMNIST, we use images from one class as inliers
for training. During testing, inlier images and the same number of oulier images randomly
sampled from other classes are utilized. For CURE-TSR, challenge-free images are uti-
lized as inliers for training. During testing, challenge-free images are utilized as inliers
and the same images with challenging conditions are utilized as outliers. We particularly
use 5 challenge levels with 8 challenging conditions which are Decolorization, Lens
blur, Dirty lens, Exposure, Gaussian blur, Rain, Snow, and Haze. All the
results are obtained using area under receiver operation characteristic curve (AUROC) and
we also report F1 score in fMNIST dataset for the fair comparison with the state-of-the-art
method [47].
Implementation details We train a convolutional autoencoder (CAE) for GradCon. The
encoder and the decoder consist of 4 convolutional layers and the dimension of the latent
variable is 3× 3× 64. The number of convolutional filters for each layer in the encoder is
32, 32, 64, 64 and the kernel size is 4× 4 for all the layers. The architecture of the decoder
is symmetric to the encoder. Adam optimizer [106] with the learning rate of 0.001 is used
for training. We use mean square error as the reconstruction error and do not use any latent
loss for the CAE (Ω = 0). α = 0.03 is used to weight the gradient loss.
4.3.2 Baseline Comparison
We compare the performance of the gradient-based representations in characterizing OOD
data with the activation-based representations. Furthermore, we show that the gradient-
based representations can complement the activation-based representations and improve
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the performance of OOD detection. We train four different autoencoders, which are CAE,
CAE with the gradient constraint (CAE + Grad), VAE, VAE with the gradient constraint
(VAE + Grad) for the baseline experiments. VAEs are trained using binary cross entropy
as the reconstruction error and Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence as the latent loss. Imple-
mentation details for VAEs are same as those for the CAE described in subsection 4.3.1.
We train the autoencoders using images from each class of CIFAR-10. Two losses defined
by the activation-based representations, which are the reconstruction error (Recon) and the
latent loss (Latent), and the gradient loss (Grad) defined by the gradient-based represen-
tations are separately used as anomaly scores for detection. AUROC results are reported
in Table 4.1 and the highest AUROC for each class is highlighted in bold.
Effectiveness of the gradient constraint (CAE vs. CAE+Grad) We first compare the per-
formance of CAE and CAE + Grad to analyze the effectiveness of the gradient-based rep-
resentation with constraint. The reconstruction error from CAE and CAE + Grad achieves
comparable average AUROC scores. The gradient loss from CAE + Grad achieves the best
performance with an average AUROC of 0.661. This shows that the gradient constraint
marginally sacrifices the performance from the activation-based representation and achieve
the superior performance from the gradient-based representation.
Performance sacrifice from the latent constraint (CAE vs. VAE) We evaluate the effect
of the latent constraint by comparing CAE and VAE. The latent loss of VAE achieves the
improved performance compared to the reconstruction error of CAE by an average AUROC
of 0.019. However, the performance of the reconstruction error from VAE is lower than that
from CAE by 0.038. This shows that the latent constraint sacrifices the performance from
another activation-based representation which is the reconstructed image. Since both latent
representation and reconstructed image are obtained from forward propagation, the con-
straint imposed in the latent space affects the reconstruction performance. Therefore, using





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Complementary features from the gradient constraint (VAE vs. VAE +Grad) Compar-
ison between VAE and VAE + Grad shows the effectiveness of using the gradient constraint
with the activation constraint. The gradient loss in VAE + Grad achieves the second best
average AUROC and outperforms the latent loss in the VAE by 0.064. The performance
from the reconstruction error is comparable between VAE and VAE + Grad. The average
AUROC of the latent loss from VAE + Grad is marginally sacrificed by 0.033 compared to
that from VAE. In both CAE + Grad and VAE + Grad, the performance gain from the gra-
dient loss is always greater than the sacrifice in other activation-based representations. This
is contrary to the CAE and VAE comparison where the performance gain is smaller than
the sacrifice from the reconstruction error. Since gradients are obtained in parallel with
the activation, constraining gradients less affects the OOD detection performance from
the activation-based representations. Thus, the gradient-based representations can provide
complementary features to the activation-based representations for OOD detection.
OOD condition detection We further analyze the discriminant capability of the gradient-
based representations for diverse challenging conditions and levels. We compare the per-
formance of CAE and CAE + Grad using the reconstruction error (Recon) and the gradient
loss (Grad). Samples with challenging conditions and the AUROC performance are visu-
alized in Figure 4.2. For all challenging conditions and levels, CAE + Grad achieves the
best performance. In particular, except for snow level 1∼3, the gradient loss achieves the
best performance and for snow level 1∼3, the reconstruction error of CAE + Grad achieves
the best performance. In terms of the average AUROC over challenge levels, the gradient
loss of CAE + Grad outperforms the reconstruction error of CAE by the largest margin of
0.612 in rain and the smallest margin of 0.089 in snow. These test conditions encompass
acquisition imperfection, processing artifact, and environmental challenging conditions.
The superior performance of the gradient loss shows that the gradient-based representation
effectively characterizes diverse types and levels of unseen challenging conditions.
Decomposition of the gradient loss We decompose the gradient loss and analyze the con-
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tribution of gradients from each layer on anomaly detection. Instead of the gradient loss ob-
tained by averaging the cosine similarity over all the layers as Equation 4.6, we use the co-
sine similarity from each layer as an anomaly score. The average AUROC results obtained
by the gradients from the first to the fourth layer of the decoder are reported in Table 4.2.
Also, results obtained by averaging the cosine similarity over all layers are reported. We
use CIFAR-10 and Dirty Lens (DL), Exposure (EX), Snow (SN) challenge types of
CURE-TSR. In CIFAR-10, inlier class and outlier classes share most of low-level features
such as edges or colors. Also, semantic information mostly differentiate classes. Since the
layers close to the latent space focus more on high-level characteristics of data, the gradient
loss from the first and the second layer show the largest contribution on OOOD detection.
In CURE-TSR, challenging conditions alter low-level characteristics of images such as
edges or colors. Therefore, the last layer of the decoder also contributes more than middle
layers for OOD condition detection. This shows that gradients extracted from different lay-
ers characterize abnormality at different levels of data abstraction. In both datasets, results
obtained by combining all the layers (All) show the best performance. Given that losses de-
fined by activation-based representations can be calculated only from the output of specific
layers, using gradients from all the layers enable to capture abnormality in both low-level
and high-level characteristics of data.
4.3.3 Comparison With State-of-The-Art Algorithms
We evaluate the performance of GradCon which uses the combination of the reconstruction
error and the gradient loss as an anomaly score. We compare GradCon with other bench-
marking and state-of-the-art algorithms. The AUROC results on CIFAR-10 and MNIST
are reported in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, respectively. Top two AUROC scores for each
class are highlighted in bold. GradCon achieves the best average AUROC performance in
CIFAR-10 while achieving the second best performance in MNIST by the gap of 0.002.
In Figure 4.3, we visualize the histogram of the reconstruction error, the latent loss, and the
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gradient loss for inliers and outliers to further analyze the state-of-the-art performance of
the proposed method. We calculate each loss for all the inliers and the outliers in MNIST.
Also, we provide the percentage of overlap calculated by dividing the number of samples in
the overlapped region of the histograms by the total number of samples. Ideally, measured
errors on each representation should separate the histograms of inliers and outliers as much
as possible for effective OOD detection. The gradient loss achieves the least number of
samples overlapped which explains the state-of-the art performance achieved by GradCon.
For CIFAR-10, we perform the same histogram analysis and histograms are visualized
in Figure 4.4. The gradient loss shows the smallest overlap compared to other two losses
defined in activation-based representations. This statistical analysis also supports the supe-
rior performance of GradCon compared to other reconstruction error or latent loss-based
algorithms reported in Table 4.3.
Comparison between histograms from MNIST visualized in Figure 4.3 and those from
CIFAR-10 shows that the gradient loss is more effective when data becomes complicated
and challenging for anomaly detection. In MNIST, simple low-level features such as curved
edges or straight edges can be class discriminant features for OOD detection. On the other
hand, CIFAR-10 contains images with richer structure and features than MNIST. There-
fore, ID and OOD data are not easily separable and the overlap between histograms is
significantly larger in CIFAR-10 than MNIST. In CIFAR-10, the overlap of the gradient
loss is smaller than the second smallest overlap of the reconstruction error by 12.4%. In
MNIST, the overlap of the gradient loss is smaller than the second smallest overlap by 5.7%.
GradCon also outperforms other state-of-the-art methods by a larger margin of AUROC in
CIFAR-10 compared to MNIST. The overlap and performance differences show that the
contribution of the gradient loss becomes more significant when data is complicated and
challenging for anomaly detection.
we report the average AUROC performance of GradCon in comparison with that of
additional benchmarking and state-of-the-art algorithms using fMNIST in Table 4.5. Grad-
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Table 4.5: Average AUROC result of GradCon compared with benchmarking and state-of-
the-art anomaly detection algorithms on fMNIST.
Method ALOCCDR [45] ALOCCD [45] DCAE [41]
AUROC 0.753 0.601 0.908
Method OCGAN [105] GPND [47] GradCon
AUROC 0.924 0.933 0.934
Overlap=26.3% Overlap=37.1% Overlap=20.6%
Reconstruction Error Latent Loss Gradient Loss
Figure 4.3: Histogram analysis on activation losses and gradient loss in MNIST.
Con outperforms all the compared algorithms including GPND. Given that ALOCC, OC-
GAN, and GPND are all based on adversarial training to further constrain the activation-
based representations, GradCon achieves the best performance in fMNIST only based on a
CAE and requires significantly less computations.
4.3.4 Ablation Study
We perform ablation study to analyze the performance of GradCon in comparison with the
second best state-of-the-art algorithm denoted as GPND [47] in fMNIST. In this fMNIST
experiment, we change the ratio of outliers in the test set from 10% to 50% and evaluate the
performance in terms of AUROC and F1 score. We report the results from the gradient loss
(Grad) and GradCon in Table Table 4.6. GradCon outperforms GPND in all outlier ratios in
terms of AUROC. Except for the 10% of outlier ratio, GradCon achieves higher F1 scores
than GPND. The results of the gradient loss and GradCon show that the combination of
the gradient loss and the reconstruction error improves the performance for all the outlier
ratios in terms of AUROC and F1 score.
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Overlap=88.9% Overlap=94.5% Overlap=76.5%
Reconstruction Error Latent Loss Gradient Loss
Figure 4.4: Histogram analysis on activation losses and gradient loss in CIFAR-10.
Table 4.6: Anomaly detection results on fMNIST.
% of outlier 10 20 30 40 50
F1
GPND 0.968 0.945 0.917 0.891 0.864
Grad 0.964 0.939 0.917 0.899 0.870
GradCon 0.967 0.945 0.924 0.905 0.871
AUC
GPND 0.928 0.932 0.933 0.933 0.933
Grad 0.931 0.925 0.926 0.928 0.926
GradCon 0.938 0.933 0.935 0.936 0.934
GradCon requires significantly less computational resources compared to other state-
of-the-art algorithms. To show the computational efficiency of GradCon, we measure the
average inference time per image using a machine with two GTX Titan X GPUs and com-
pare computation time. While the average inference time per image for GPND on fMNIST
is 5.72 ms, GradCon takes only 3.08 ms which is around 1.9 time faster. Also, we compare
the number of model parameters for GradCon with that for the state-of-the-art algorithms
in Table 4.7. AnoGAN, GPND, and LSA are based on a GAN [18], an AAD [48], and an
autoregressive model [112], respectively but GradCon is solely based on a CAE. Hence,
the number of model parameters for GradCon is approximately 27, 29, 59 times less than
that for AnoGAN, GPND, and LSA, respectively. Most of the state-of-the-art algorithms
require additional training of adversarial networks or probabilistic modeling on top of the
activation-based representations from the encoder and the decoder. Since GradCon is only
based on the reconstruction error and the gradient loss of the CAE, it is computationally
efficient even while achieving the state-of-the-art performance.
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Table 4.7: Number of model parameters required to be trained for GradCon and other
state-of-the-art methods.
Method AnoGAN GPND LSA GradCon
# of parameters 6,338,176 6,766,243 13,690,160 230,721
Figure 4.5: Average AUROC results with different β parameters in CIFAR-10. α = 0.03 is
utilized to train the CAE. The dotted line (average AUROC = 0.657) indicates the perfor-
mance of OCGAN which achieves the second best performance in CIFAR-10.
Finally, we analyze the impact of different parameter settings on the performance of
GradCon. The final anomaly score of GradCon is given as L + βLgrad, where L is the
reconstruction error and Lgrad is the gradient loss. While we use α parameter to weight
the gradient loss and constrain the gradients during training, we observe that the gradient
loss generally shows better performance as an anomaly score than the reconstruction error.
Hence, we use β = nα, where n is constant, to weight the gradient loss more for the
anomaly score. We evaluate the average AUROC performance of GradCon with different
β parameters using CIFAR-10 in Figure 4.5. In particular, we change the scaling constant,
n, to change β in the x-axis of the plot. The performance of GradCon improves as we
increase β in the range of β = [0, 2α]. Also, GradCon consistently achieves state-of-the-
art performance across a wide range of β parameter settings when β ≥ 1.67α. To be
specific, GradCon always outperforms OCGAN which achieves the second best average
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AUROC performance of 0.657 in CIFAR-10 when β ≥ 1.67α. This analysis shows that
GradCon achieves the best performance in CIFAR-10 across a wide range of β.
4.4 Summary
We propose using a gradient-based representation for OOD detection by characterizing
model behavior on anomalies. We introduce the theoretical interpretation of gradients and
derive an anomaly score based on the deviation of gradients from the directional constraint.
From thorough baseline analysis, we show the effectiveness of gradient-based representa-
tions for anomaly detection in comparison with the activation-based representations. Also,
the proposed anomaly detection algorithm, GradCon, which is the combination of the re-
construction error and the gradient loss achieves the state-of-the-art performance in bench-
marking image recognition datasets. In terms of the computational efficiency, GradCon has
significantly less number of model parameters and shows faster inference time compared to
other state-of-the-art anomaly detection algorithms. Given that most of anomaly detection
algorithms adopt adversarial training frameworks or probabilistic modelings on activation-
based representations, using more sophisticated training frameworks on gradient-based rep-
resentations remains for future work.
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CHAPTER 5
ACTIVATION-BASED REPRESENTATIONS LEARNED WITH AUXILIARY
INFORMATION
In this chapter, we develop activation-based representations learned with auxiliary informa-
tion to complement the limitations of activation-based and gradient-based representations.
We first explain the advantages and the limitations of activation-based and gradient-based
representations. As shown in the previous chapters, gradient-based representations have
a clear advantage in characterizing OOD over the activation-based representations. How-
ever, the gradient-based representations also face challenges when they are used for gener-
alizing to OOD with complicated ID data. To overcome this limitation, we learn aligned
activation-based representations for both visual data and auxiliary information for detecting
and generalizing to OOD. The auxiliary information such as class attributes can be easily
obtained for both ID and OOD data. Therefore, auxiliary information of ID and OOD
are projected in the same representation of visual data and used to differentiate ID from
OOD. We validate OOD detection capability of activation-based representations learned
with auxiliary information using four image recognition datasets with diverse granularity.
We show that the activation-based representations learned with auxiliary information can
complement the limitations of gradient-base representations and achieve better OOD de-
tection performance.
5.1 Limitations of Gradient-based Representations
Gradient-based representations face challenges when they are used for both detecting and
generalizing to OOD. An ideal representation should be capable of both detecting and gen-
eralizing to OOD. To do so, the representation should not only differentiate ID from OOD
but also characterize data for the target task to be easily performed. For instance, when the
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target task is image recognition, we first expect ID and OOD data are clearly distinguishable
in the representation space. Also, representations should be clustered by minimizing intra-
class distance while maximizing inter-class distance for ID and OOD, respectively. The
gradient-based representations effectively differentiate ID from OOD. However, gradients
only capture orthogonal components of the learned manifold where useful clusters for the
image recognition are formed. Since the target task often requires knowledge learned from
training data, which are characterized by the activation-based representations, the gradient-
based representations are limited to perform both generalization tasks and OOD detection.
In addition, the gradient constraint limits the capability of activation-based represen-
tations for the generalization tasks. The gradient constraint is an essential component for
the gradient-based representations to distinguish between ID and OOD. However, it ex-
plicitly enforces the direction of gradients which limits the neural network to explore more
effective activation-based representations for the target tasks. This limitation can be better
understood from Figure 5.1 (a). We visualize the gradient from ID data,∇φ logP (xin|φ, z),
and OOD data, ∇φ logP (xout|φ, z), on a two-dimensional plane manifold. We follow the
notations define in section 4.1. The gradient constraint enforces the gradients from the
reconstruction error to be aligned with the average of all past gradients. This constrains
the direction of gradients to be tangential to the manifold and prevents the manifold from
expanding to the orthogonal direction. Given that the activation-based representations re-
side in the learned manifold, the constraint in the learned manifold limits the representation
capability of activation-based representations for the target generalization tasks.
Finally, constraining gradients becomes challenging when ID data is diverse and com-
plicated. Small size images with limited visual features do not require a large amount of
learning capacity to represent them. This means that the model updates are limited into a
small subspace and gradients can be easily constrained. However, when ID data becomes
diverse, the model requires updates that result in a complex learned manifold. In this case,
gradients are more diverging and it become challenging to constrain them. In addition,
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most of state-of-the-art algorithms for vision applications rely on features extracted from
ImageNet-pretrained deep neural networks such as a ResNet-101 [12]. When the model
utilizes the pre-extracted features, the model does not have a chance to learn constraining
the gradients directly from the image, which causes the gradient constraint to be ineffective.
We propose complementing aforementioned limitations by using activation-based rep-
resentations with auxiliary information. From the gradient-based representations, we know
that it is essential to constrain the representations for effective OOD detection. The auxil-
iary information provides additional supervision to better constrain the representations for
ID. Also, the auxiliary information is aligned with the activation-based representations to
perform both detecting and generalizing to OOD in the same representation space. In the
following section, we compare the activation-based representations learned with auxiliary
information with gradient-based representations from a geometric perspective to under-
stand their advantages.
5.2 Geometric Interpretation of Activation-based Representation Learned with Aux-
iliary Information
We geometrically interpret the aligned representations of the auxiliary information and
visual data for OOD characterization. Assume that we have annotated visual data for ID
and have class attribute data as auxiliary information for both ID and OOD. Although it is
not feasible to have all annotated data for OOD, the attribute data for classes in OOD can be
collected with significantly less amount of cost than annotated data. A vision encoder, fv,
and an attribute encoder, fa, which consist of linear layers, output the visual representation,
zv, and the attribute representation, za, as follows:
zv = fv(x), (5.1)
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za = fa(a), (5.2)
where x and a are visual and attribute data, respectively. Since we have attribute data for
classes in ID and OOD, we denote the attribute representation for ID classes as zina and
that for OOD classes as zouta . To utilize the attribute data, the representations for the visual
data and the attribute data need to be aligned. The alignment is obtained by training the
network to minimize the distance between the representations for the ID visual data and its
corresponding ID attribute data. Different distance metrics can be utilized depending on
the applications and we assume the Euclidean distance for the simplicity of explanation.
We visualize OOD detection using the activation-based representations learned with the
attribute data in Figure 5.1. Since attribute data is available for not only ID and but also
OOD, we can use OOD attribute data as another reference signal to detect OOD. During
testing, assume that the network is given a visual input, which is i-th class out of total N
number of classes in a dataset. Assume that the i-th class is ID. This visual input and the
attribute data for N classes are projected into the shared representation space. Because
of the alignment enforced during training, the visual representation, zv, is mapped closely
to its corresponding ID attribute representation, zina,i, while far away from OOD attribute
representations, zouta,j , where j 6= i. Based on this alignment formed between visual and
attribute representations, we can measure the distance from the visual representation to
the ID attribute representation, din, and to the OOD attribute representation, dout. These
distances can be compared to characterize whether the visual input is closer to ID or OOD.
We highlight the complementary characteristics of activation-based representations learned
with auxiliary information and gradient-based representations in Figure 5.1 (a) and (b).
The advantage of the gradient-based representations in OOD detection is resulted from ef-
fectively constraining the ID representations. In particular, the gradients from ID data,
∇φ logP (xin|φ, z), are constrained in the tangential plane of the manifold and distin-










(a) Gradient-based representation (b) Activate-based representation learned with auxiliary information
Figure 5.1: Comparison between gradient-based representations and the activation-based
representations learned with auxiliary information.
formation plays a critical role to constrain the ID representation. The representations of
attribute data is utilized as an anchor to constrain distance between the visual and the
anchor representations. This constraint helps distinguishing the distance to ID attribute
representations from the distance to OOD attribute representations. The limitation that
gradient-based representations are not sufficiently effective for generalizing to OOD is also
overcome by using activation-based representations. Since the activation-based represen-
tations characterize what the neural network know, it can more powerful representations
for target tasks with OOD data. Details of learning activation-based representations with
auxiliary information are discussed in the following section.
5.3 Representation Learning Using A Two-Stream Autoencoder
In this section, we start by defining notations for ID and OOD data and explain the train-
ing a two-stream autoencoder which learns activation-based representations with auxiliary
information.
5.3.1 Problem Setup
We first define notations for the training data. Assume that X Str,YS,AS denote sets of
visual features for ID training images, ID seen classes, and ID seen class attributes, re-
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Figure 5.2: Training of the two-stream autoencoder.
and their attributes can be written as YS = {yS1 , · · · , yS|YS |} and A
S = {aS1 , · · · , aS|YS |},
where |YS| defines the number of seen classes. If the class of a visual feature vector, xStr,






i ). We also have access to
OOD unseen class attributes, AU = {aU1 , · · · , aU|YU |}, and their associated unseen classes,
YU = {yU1 , · · · , yU|YU |}, but do not have access to unseen class visual features during train-
ing. Assume that a set of visual features for seen class test images and that for unseen class
test images are denoted asX Ste andX Ute , respectively. The goal of OOD detection is to detect




We use a two-stream autoencoder to learn representations that associate visual features
with attributes. The two-stream autoencoder consists of a vision stream and an attribute
stream. Also, each stream has an encoder and a decoder denoted as fv and gv, respectively
for the vision stream and fa and ga for the attribute stream.
We train the autoencoder by imposing three different losses as shown in Figure 5.2.
The first loss is a reconstruction error, Lrecon. Assume that a vision input, xStr, the class of
which is yi and an associated attribute, aSi , are given to the autoencoder. Reconstruction for
the vision and the attribute input can be denoted as gv(fv(xStr)), ga(fa(a
S
i )), respectively.
We measure the l1 distance between the input and the reconstruction for each modality to
obtain the reconstruction error. The reconstruction error for each modality is combined as
follows:
Lrecon = ‖xStr − gv(fv(xStr))‖1 + ‖aSi − ga(fa(aSi ))‖1. (5.3)
In addition, we impose a cross-reconstruction error to align representations from visual
features and attributes. The cross-reconstruction error has been widely used in the context
of multimodal representation learning [113]. In particular, we train the autoencoder model
to reconstruct one modality input from the other modality input as depicted in Figure 5.2
2). The visual features and the attributes are sequentially processed by the vision encoder
and the attribute decoder, and attribute encoder and the vision decoder, respectively. We
use l1 distance to measure the cross-reconstruction error, Lcross, which is formulated as
follows:
Lcross = ‖xStr − gv(fa(aSi ))‖1 + ‖aSi − ga(fv(xStr))‖1. (5.4)
Finally, we train the model with a cross entropy loss, Lcls, to obtain class discriminant
latent representations. The class discriminant representations are essential for the target
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task such as image recognition to be easily performed. As shown in Figure 5.2 3), we
first obtain the visual latent representation as zv = fv(xStr) and all the seen attribute latent
representations as zSa,k = fa(a
S
k ), where k = 1, . . . , |YS|. When the class of visual input is
assumed to be yi, the loss is computed as
Lcls = − log
(
exp(−‖zv − zSi ‖2)∑|YS |
k=1 exp(−‖zv − zSk ‖2)
)
. (5.5)
The term in the numerator contributes to minimize the distance for the positive pair of
visual and attribute representations while the terms in the denominator enforce to maximize
the distance for negative pairs.
The overall loss for the autoencoder, Lall is given as follows:
Lall = Lrecon + Lcross + αLcls, (5.6)
where α is empirically determined to balance the cross entropy loss and the reconstruction
losses. Aforementioned losses are also commonly explored in other existing works [84,
114]. However, they mainly focus on aligning the visual and attributes representations
while the OOD detection capability of the representations are not explored. We highlight
that the our main contribution is on developing the OOD detection algorithm using these
generic aligned representations, which is discussed in the next section.
5.4 Unseen Class Detection and Classification
We primarily focus on obtaining descriptive features that can characterize unseen OOD
classes from the two-stream autoencoder. In particular, we use the distance between visual
and attribute representations as a feature for unseen class detection. The attributes that
describe the seen and the unseen classes are available during training and testing. There-
fore, we use the attribute representations of the autoencoder as references and compute
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Figure 5.3: Unseen class detection using distance features in the latent space of the two-
stream autoencoder.
Since the autoencoder is trained to align seen class visual input and its attribute, the seen
class visual input will reside closer to seen attribute than unseen class visual input in the
representation spaces. Also, given that the autoencoder is trained to learn the association
between visual input and its relevant attribute, we hypothesize that the unseen class visual
input will stay closer to unseen attribute than seen class visual input. Hence, by comparing
the distance between visual and attribute representations, we can predict whether the query
is a seen or an unseen class.
We obtain the distance features in both latent space and cross-reconstruction space of
the two-stream autoencoder. In particular, the latent space is relatively lower dimension
than cross-reconstruction space in our two-stream autoencoder. Therefore, distances ob-
tained in those two spaces abstract features at different semantic levels. We use both low
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Figure 5.4: Unseen class detection using distance features in the cross-reconstruction space
of the two-stream autoencoder.
possibility of the query sample being an unseen class. The detailed steps for unseen class
score calculation in both spaces and the final classification are discussed in the following
subsections.
5.4.1 Unseen class detection in the latent space
We visualize unseen class detection using the latent representations in Figure 5.3. The la-
tent representation of the query visual feature, xte, is obtained as zv = fv(xte). We also
generate the latent representations for all the seen and unseen attributes in AS ∪ AU . We
denote all the seen and unseen attribute latent representations as ZSa = {zSa,1 . . . zSa,|YS |}
and ZUa = {zUa,1 . . . zUa,|YU |}, respectively. We extract distance features by computing the
minimum distance from the visual representation to the seen and the unseen attribute rep-




are calculated as follows:
dSlatent = min
i
exp(‖zv − zSa,i‖2) (5.7)
dUlatent = min
j
exp(‖zv − zUa,j‖2) (5.8)
We use the exponential of l2 distance since this term is used in the cross entropy loss
imposed in the latent space. We utilize the ratio between these distances to obtain an
unseen class score in the latent space, rlatent, which is defined as rlatent = dSlatent/d
U
latent.
The seen class visual input will result in smaller dSlatent, larger d
U
latent, and consequently
smaller rlatent than the unseen class visual input. Therefore, high rlatent indicates that the
query input is likely to be an unseen class. We can detect the query as an unseen class when
the unseen class score is above a certain threshold. Otherwise, the query is detected as a
seen class.
5.4.2 Unseen class detection in the cross-reconstruction space
We can also obtain the unseen class score in the cross-reconstruction space as shown in
the right side of Figure 5.4. Similar to the calculation of the unseen class score in the
latent space, we input all the seen and unseen attributes to the trained attribute encoder.
Then, we use the vision decoder to cross-reconstruct images from attributes. The cross-
reconstruction of seen and unseen class attributes are denoted as {gv(fa(aS1 )) . . . gv(fa(aS|YS |))}
and {gv(fa(aU1 )) . . . gv(fa(aU|YU |))}, respectively. We extract the distance features in the
cross-reconstruction space by comparing the query visual features and the cross-reconstructions
from attributes. The minimum distance from the query visual input to the seen cross-
reconstruction, dScross, and to the unseen cross-reconstruction, d
U





‖xte − gv(fa(aSi ))‖1 (5.9)
dUcross = min
j
‖xte − gv(fa(aUj ))‖1. (5.10)
l1 distance is used as the cross-reconstruction error imposed during training. We combine
two distance features by computing the ratio rcross = dScross/d
U
cross and utilize it as an
unseen class score from the cross-reconstruction space. When the query visual input is
from seen classes, the input should be close to one of seen class cross-reconstructions and
achieve smaller dScross than the unseen class input. Also, since the autoencoder is trained
to cross-reconstruct images that are relevant to the given attributes, the unseen class input
will be similar to one of the unseen cross-reconstructions and result in lower dUcross than the
seen class input. Therefore, we can detect unseen classed by comparing rcross. We first use
rlatent and rcross individually to examine the OOD detection capability of activation-based
representations learned with auxiliary information.
5.5 Experiments
We validate the effectiveness of the proposed OOD detection method through rigorous
baseline experiments. In particular, we compare the three different representations which
are activation-based representations, gradient-based representations, and activation-based
representations learned with auxiliary information for OOD detection. These experiments
show that the activation-based representations learned with auxiliary information success-
fully complement both activation and gradient, and achieve improved performance for
OOD detection.
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CUB SUN AWA1, AWA2
Figure 5.5: Sample images from CUB, SUN, AWA1, and AWA2.
5.5.1 Experimental Setup
We validate the proposed representations using four benchmark image recognition datasets:
Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) [115], SUN Attribute (SUN) [116], Animals with
Attribute 2 (AWA2) [117], and Animals with Attribute 1 (AWA1) [65]. Also, we use the
proposed splits in [117] for all the datasets. CUB is a fine-grained dataset with 11, 788 bird
images from 200 species. For the attributes, we use text representations obtained by averag-
ing 10 sentence features per image [118]. SUN is also a fine-grained image dataset which
contains 14, 340 visual scene images from 717 classes. Each scene class is annotated with
a 102-dimensional attribute representation. AWA2 and AWA1 are both coarse-scale image
datasets. AWA2 and AWA1 consist of 37, 322 and 30, 475 animal images, respectively.
Both datasets have 50 classes and each class is annotated with a 85-dimensional attribute
representation. As suggested in [117], we use 2048-dimensional image representations ob-
tained from the top-layer pooling units of ResNet-101 [12] pre-trained on ImageNet [119]
as visual input for all four datasets. Sample images from four datasets are visualized in Fig-
ure 5.5. We use 150, 645, 40, and 40 classes in CUB, SUN, AWA2, and AWA1 for ID and
remaining 50, 72, 10, 10 classes for OOD in this experiment. We note that more fine-
grained and complicated images such as bird species or scenes are utilized in comparison
with simple digit image or object image datasets utilized in the previous chapters. Also,
we do not use only one class as ID while more classes are added in the ID to make the
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Table 5.1: AUROC performance of OOD detection based on different representations.
OOD Detection Score
Datasets
CUB SUN AWA2 AWA1
Recon 0.4658 0.5403 0.6890 0.6798
Grad 0.4999 0.4998 0.5000 0.5000
Attribute (rlatent) 0.8415 0.7740 0.9337 0.9168
Attribute (rcross) 0.8078 0.7685 0.9330 0.9073
detection problem more challenging and feasible for real-world scenarios.
We train three different autoencoders using only ID data to obtain representations for
OOD detection. First, we train a vision autoencoder with the reconstruction error which is
defined as the first term of Equation 5.3.2. The reconstruction error is used as an OOD de-
tection score. Second, we train the vision autoencoder with the gradient constraint as Equa-
tion 4.2. The gradient loss is used to detect OOD. Finally, we train a two-stream autoen-
coder using the loss defined in Equation 5.3.2. We use rlatent and rcross separately as OOD
scores. We compare the OOD detection performance of three different representations in
terms of AUROC. The encoder and the decoder in the autoencoder consist of two linear
layers and ReLUs are used after the first layer of the encoder and the decoder. The dimen-
sion of the latent space is 64 and the batch size of 64 is used. We use Adam optimizer [106]
with the learning rate of 1.5× 10−4 to train all the autoencoders for 100 epochs.
5.5.2 Results
We report the AUROC performance for OOD detection in Table 5.1. Recon, Grad,
Attribute (rlatent), Attribute (rcross) denote the reconstruction error, the gradi-
ent loss, rlatent, and rcross from the aligned visual and attribute representations respec-
tively. The highest score in each dataset is highlighted in bold. rlatent from the activation-
based representation learned with auxiliary information consistently achieves the best per-
formance across four datasets. Recon achieves higher performance in coarse-grained
AWA2 and AWA1 datasets than fine-grained CUB and SUN dataset. In particular, the AU-
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ROC score in Recon is lower than 0.5, which clearly shows its limitation in fine-grained
datasets. Grad achieves around 0.5 for all datasets. We observe that when ID contains im-
ages from several classes, constraining gradients from different classes becomes extremely
challenging. To differentiate representations of images from different classes, the neu-
ral networks need to diverging gradients for those classes. This leads gradients to be not
sufficiently constrained through the directional constraint and causes poor OOD detection
performance. On the other hand, Attribute utilizes the auxiliary information to provide
effective supervision to obtain high AUROC scores. This shows that aligned representa-
tions of visual and attribute data can be utilized for OOD detection in real-world scenarios
where images with diverse granularity and classes are included in ID. While Attribute
(rcross) achieves lower AUROC scores than Attribute (rlatent), it significantly outper-
forms Recon and Grad. Since rcross and rlatent are obtained from two different representa-
tions of the two-stream autoencoder, they can complement each other to further improve the
OOD detection performance. This complementary features from rcross and rlatent are more
rigorously discussed in the next chapter. In Figure 5.6, we show the ROC curves which
visualize the OOD detection performance of Recon, Grad, and Attribute (rlatent).
The curve which is closer to top right corner indicates the better performance. From these
curves, we validate that Attribute (rlatent) achieves the highest true positive rate with
the lowest false positive rate.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we propose learning aligned activation-based representations for visual and
attribute data to perform OOD detection. We first thoroughly examine the current limitation
of activation-based and gradient-based representations. In particular, the activation-based
and the gradient-based representations face challenges for OOD detection when ID con-
tains diverse granularity and classes of data. To overcome the limitations, we use attribute
data as another supervision to constrain the activation-based representations. Two-stream
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autoencoder is trained to learn the aligned representations between visual and attribute
data. In addition, we characterize OOD by measuring the distance from visual representa-
tion to seen and unseen class attribute representations. From our controlled experiments,
we validate that the activation-based representations learned with auxiliary information
outperform both activation-based and gradient-based representations in terms of OOD de-
tection performance. Since the representations effectively characterize OOD even when ID
data becomes diverse and complicated, the activation-based representations learned with
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The success of generalization to OOD relies on calibrating bias toward ID in neural net-
works. In this chapter, we focus on utilizing representations that we develop and introduce
in the previous chapters to calibrate the bias and solve target tasks for OOD data. The
activation-based representations learned with auxiliary information are particularly used to
develop a gating model which characterizes OOD data and separates them out from ID.
This gating model mitigates the bias issue in neural networks and enables them to perform
generalization to OOD. We validate the gating model in the application of generalized
zero-shot learning (GZSL). Through rigorous baseline experiments and ablation study, we
highlight the advantages of the gating model. In addition, we achieve state-of-the-art per-
formance in four benchmark image recognition datasets with at least 20% less number of
model parameters than state-of-the-art methods relying on generative models.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are three folds:
i We propose a two-stream autoencoder-based gating model which prevents biased pre-
diction toward seen classes and achieve state-of-the-art performance in four benchmark
image recognition datasets.
ii We rigorously explore the applicability of the proposed method as a standalone and to
existing state-of-the-art methods.
iii We conduct diverse ablation studies to validate the gating performance and the compu-
tational efficiency of the proposed gating model.
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6.1 Motivation and Challenges for Generalization to Out-of-Distribution
Advancement in machine learning has primarily been driven by a large amount of labeled
data. In particular, a supervised learning framework which utilizes fully annotated data
such as ImageNet [119] achieves state-of-the-art performance in diverse applications such
as object recognition, detection, and segmentation [12, 13, 14]. However, supervised learn-
ing has clear limitations when generalizing in numerous real-world scenarios because of
expensive data collection and annotation. Also, to generalize the supervised model to a
new class, the model needs to be trained with a large amount of data for the new class
even though the new class is similar to other trained classes. These limitations motivate the
development of other learning paradigms that do not require fully annotated data.
Generalization to OOD can be achieved by learning representations with auxiliary in-
formation such as attributes of both seen and unseen class. For example, in the application
of image recognition, assume that a classifier is trained for ‘horse’ class and ‘striped cat’
class. If we have auxiliary information of textual description for a new class ‘zebra’ such as
“zebra is a horse with stripes”, the classifier can associate the ‘horse’ features and ‘stripe‘
features from training images to learn the new class ‘zebra’. Hence, when both visual and
attribute data are aligned in the representation space, the attribute can bridge between ID
and OOD and transfer knowledge learned from ID to perform the target tasks in OOD.
The aligned representations of visual and attribute data are still required to overcome
a challenge for the successful generalization to OOD. The challenge is a biased model
prediction caused by the inherently unbalanced training set. During the training of neural
networks in ID, both visual and attribute features are available for seen classes while only
attribute features are provided for unseen classes. Hence, the unbalanced training set causes
models to overfit on ID seen class data and perform well for seen classes but poorly for
OOD unseen classes. Several approaches [89, 90] have been proposed to overcome this

































Figure 6.1: Comparison between the non-gating method and the gating method.
most of the unseen classes are misclassified as seen classes. In these calibration methods,
the classifier makes a prediction out of the search space that contains both seen and unseen
classes. Thus, the prediction scores for unseen classes cannot completely avoid competing
with the biased prediction scores for seen classes. We propose using a gating model to
tackle the biased prediction challenge in generalization to OOD.
6.2 Gating Model for OOD Detection and Classification
In Figure 6.1, we compare the standard (non-gating) method and the gating method for
generalization to OOD. For both models, a visual representation, zv, is obtained by giving
an input image to the vision encoder. Assume that an unseen class image is given to the
models. NS and NU denote the number of seen classes in ID and unseen classes in OOD.
The gating method consists of three components, which are a gating model, a seen expert,
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and an unseen expert. The seen expert and the unseen expert are trained to correctly classify
seen and unseen classes, respectively. The gating model first performs unseen class (OOD)
detection which aims at correctly predicting whether the image is from the seen or the
unseen classes. Based on the unseen class detection result, either the seen expert or the
unseen expert is chosen to predict the class. While in the standard non-gating method, a
class is predicted out of total NS + NU classes, the gating method predicts a class out of
either NS classes or NU classes. Thus, the model can avoid comparing the biased seen
class prediction scores with the unseen class prediction scores in the gating method.
We propose a two-stream autoencoder-based gating model which possesses several ad-
vantages over other methods generalizing to OOD. In particular, we utilize representations
from latent space and cross-reconstruction space to characterize association between query
visual input and attributes and perform accurate unseen class detection. Also, our two-
stream autoencoder provides a unified framework for both the gating model and the unseen
expert. The latent representations are trained to be class-discriminant and directly utilized
for unseen class classification. Therefore, no additional unseen expert needs to be trained,
which leads to the computational efficiency of the proposed method. Furthermore, we show
that both experts can be separately optimized and the gating model can be easily combined
with other state-of-the-art methods. We validate the proposed approach in the application
of generalized zero-shot learning for image recognition.
6.2.1 Problem Setup
We first define notations for the training data. Assume that X Str,YS,AS denote sets of
visual features for seen class training images, seen classes, and seen class attributes, re-
spectively. Since there is an associated attribute for each class, the sets for seen classes
and their attributes can be written as YS = {yS1 , · · · , yS|YS |} and A
S = {aS1 , · · · , aS|YS |},
where |YS| defines the number of seen classes. If the class of a visual feature vector,
xStr, is y
S






i ). We also have ac-
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cess to unseen class attributes, AU = {aU1 , · · · , aU|YU |}, and their associated unseen classes,
YU = {yU1 , · · · , yU|YU |}, but do not have access to unseen class visual features during train-
ing. Assume that a set of visual features for seen class test images and that for unseen class
test images are denoted as X Ste and X Ute , respectively.
There exist two different evaluation frameworks for generalization to OOD, which are
standard zero-shot learning (ZSL) and generalized zero-shot learning (GZSL). In standard
ZSL, test images are drawn only from unseen classes. Hence, the goal is to learn a classifier,
f , which can predict the correct label for xte and it can be formulated as f(xte, a; θf ) :
(X Ste ∪X Ute )× (AS ∪AU)→ (YS), where θf is the model parameters. However, in GZSL,
a visual feature vector, xte, are drawn from the union of seen and unseen class test sets,
X Ste ∪ X Ute . Therefore, the goal of learning a classifier for GZSL is can be formulated as
f(xte, a; θf ) : (X Ste ∪X Ute )× (AS ∪AU)→ (YS ∪ YU), where θf is the model parameters.
GZSL focuses on achieving high accuracy for both seen and unseen class test images,
which is more challenging than ZSL. In this dissertation, we specifically tackle the problem
of GZSL.
6.2.2 OOD Detection and Classification
The success of the gating model approach heavily relies on the OOD detection performance
since the input data needs to be correctly assigned to each expert. Therefore, we focus on
improving the distance features obtained from the representation learned with attribute data
by the two-stream autoencoder. The two-stream autoencoder is trained with the reconstruc-
tion error, Lrecon, the cross-reconstruction error, Lcross, and the cross entropy loss, Lcls, as
in Equation 5.3.2. From the autoencoder, we obtain distance features in the latent space,
rlatent, and the cross-reconstruction space, rcross, for OOD detection. We finally combine
both distance features to complement each other and improve the unseen class detection
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performance. We obtain the final unseen class score, rall, as
rall =
mini‖xte − gv(fa(aSi ))‖1 + β exp(‖zv − zSa,i‖2)
minj‖xte − gv(fa(aUj ))‖1 + β exp(‖zv − zUa,j‖2)
, (6.1)
where β is a hyperparameter to balance two distances from the latent space and the cross-
reconstruction space. We perform baseline experiments to compare the GZSL performance
with three different unseen class scores, rlatent, rcross, rall. We use rall which shows the best
performance in the baseline experiments for the state-of-the-art comparison.
The seen and unseen expert can be independently trained or obtained as a byproduct
from the autoencoder. For the seen expert, we train a supervised linear classifier with one
layer, fScls, using available visual features of seen class training images. For the unseen
expert, we do not train any additional model but performs 1-nearest neighbor classification
in the latent space to predict the class. To be specific, we measure the l2 distance between
visual latent representation and all the unseen attribute latent representations, and the class
of the closest unseen attribute representation is predicted as a label. We can formulate the
overall seen and unseen class detection, and the classification as follows:
ŷ =

fScls(xte) if rall < τ,
yUk where k = arg minj‖zv − zUa,j‖2 else,
(6.2)
where ŷ is the final class prediction of xte. The hyperparameters β and τ are found using
the validation set provided in [117]. Also, by following the training protocol described
in [87], we re-train the model from the scratch using the union of the training and the
validation sets after finding β and τ . We note that these seen and unseen experts are one
of the simplest models for classification. By showing that the gating model achieves the
state-of-the-art performance even with these shallow models, we highlight the contribution
of bias calibration from the gating model for generalization to OOD. Since we utilize a
compact model of the two-stream autoencoder for the gating, the proposed method is called
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GatingAE.
6.2.3 Advantages of the proposed method
GatingAE has several advantages over other GZSL algorithms in terms of prediction per-
formance, applicability to other state-of-the-art algorithms, and computational efficiency.
We highlight these advantages in details below.
First, GatingAE enables to separate the prediction search space for the seen and the
unseen expert, which leads to significant gain in the overall GZSL performance. Non-
gating models and soft-gating models such as [87] predicts a class out of total |YS|+ |YU |
number of classes. However, GatingAE separates the search space and the experts predict
either seen classes or unseen classes. In this setup, the biased prediction scores for seen
classes are not directly compared with the prediction scores for unseen classes to make the
final prediction. Thus, we can mitigate the effect of the bias toward seen classes in GZSL.
Also, the dimension of the search space is reduced from |YS| + |YU | to |YS| and |YU | for
the seen and the unseen expert, respectively. The reduced dimension of the search space
allows experts to focus on less number of classes for the classification, which lead to better
accuracy performance. (subsection 6.3.2, Table 6.1)
Second, each expert can be independently optimized for improving the classification
performance in GatingAE. GatingAE decomposes the entire framework of GZSL into three
components: an autoencoder for gating, a seen expert, and an unseen expert. Since experts
play independent roles in the pipeline, each of them can be optimized separately to bet-
ter achieve its own goal. For instance, the seen expert, fScls, in GatingAE is not affected
by other tasks such as learning the association between visual features and attributes dur-
ing training. Therefore, the seen expert can focus only on improving the performance for
seen classes and consequently contributes to achieve better GZSL performance. (subsec-
tion 6.3.2, Table 6.1)
Third, GatingAE can be easily combined with other existing state-of-the-art methods
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to further improve the performance. Since each expert can be separately improved in
GatingAE, state-of-the-art methods can be simply utilize as a seen or an unseen expert.
Even when the state-of-the-art-method combined with GatingAE does not achieves bet-
ter GZSL performance than GatingAE, our proposed gating method can still benefit from
it. For instance, we show that we can finetune GatingAE with the generated data from
f-CLSWGAN [75] and achieve improved performance over both base GatingAE and f-
CLSWGAN. (subsection 6.3.3, Table 6.3)
Fourth, GatingAE comprehensively characterizes unseen classes at different levels of
data abstraction. In our autoencoder implementation, we set the latent dimension lower
than the original input. Hence, the distance features obtained in the latent space and the
cross-reconstruction space characterize unseen class samples in two different dimensional
representation of the same data. Also, the low and high dimensional distance features
complement each other and combined features provide comprehensive characterization of
unseen classes. Accurate detection performance from complementary distance features
ensures to choose a right expert for the the query data. (subsection 6.3.2, Table 6.1, sub-
section 6.3.4, Table 6.2, Table 6.4)
Finally, GatingAE is computationally efficient. One of the main approaches in GZSL
is to use generative models such as GANs [18] and VAEs [17] to generate unseen visual
features. GatingAE does not utilize these generative models which usually require a large
number of parameters to train. In addition, GatingAE has a unified framework for the gat-
ing model and the unseen expert. For instance, the state-of-the-art soft-gating model [87]
consists of a separate gating model and an unseen expert. However, in GatingAE, we use
the autoencoder not only as a gating model but also for an unseen expert by performing
1-nearest neighbor classification in the latent space. Therefore, GatingAE requires signif-
icantly less number of model parameters and computational resources compared to other
state-of-the art methods. (subsection 6.3.4, Table 6.5)
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6.3 Experiments
We validate the effectiveness of the proposed gating model through rigorous baseline ex-
periments. Also, we highlight the GZSL performance of GatingAE in comparison with
other state-of-the-art methods. Finally, comprehensive ablation studies are conducted to
experimentally support the advantages of GatingAE.
6.3.1 Experimental Setup
We validate the proposed representations using the same four benchmark image recognition
datasets introduced in section 5.5, which are Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) [115],
SUN Attribute (SUN) [116], Animals with Attribute 2 (AWA2) [117], and Animals with
Attribute 1 (AWA1) [65]. We use the proposed splits in [117] for all the datasets. In partic-
ular, we use 150, 645, 40, and 40 classes in CUB, SUN, AWA2, and AWA1, respectively,
as seen classes for the neural network. Remaining 50, 72, 10, 10 classes in CUB, SUN,
AWA2, and AWA1, respectively, are utilized as unseen classes. We use average per-class
top-1 accuracy which is a widely accepted evaluation metric for GZSL to evaluate the pro-
posed method. In particular, we separately calculate the average accuracy for seen classes
and unseen classes. We also report the harmonic mean (H) of the seen class accuracy (S)
and the unseen class accuracy (U ), which is calculated as H = 2×U ×S/(U +S). For the
evaluation of the unseen class detection performance, we use area under receiver operation
characteristic curve (AUC) and false positive rate at true positive rate 0.95 (FPR).
The encoder and the decoder of each stream in the autoencoder consist of two linear
layers and ReLUs are used after the first layer of the encoder and the decoder. The dimen-
sion of the latent space is 64 and the batch size of 64 is used. We use Adam optimizer [106]
with the learning rate of 1.5 × 10−4 and train the two-stream autoencoder for 100 epochs.
For the seen expert, we train the one layer linear classifier using the batch size of 32 and









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We validate the effectiveness of the gating model through comprehensive baseline experi-
ments in Table 6.1. We compare the GZSL performance of four different models. All four
models are based on the same two-stream autoencoder trained as described in Section sub-
section 5.3.2. However, the gating approach used in the inference stage differs for them.
As shown in the first column of Table 6.1, the first model (No gating) predicts the class
through 1-nearest neighbor (1-NN) classification based on the latent representations of the
autoencoder without any gating approaches. To be specific, the predicted class is given as
ŷ = yS+Uk , where k = arg minj‖zv−z
S+U
a,j ‖2, yS+Uk ∈ YS∪YU , z
S+U
j ∈ ZSa ∪ZUa . Since no
gating approach is used, we note that the classification is made out of |YS|+ |YU | classes.
The second and the third models use unseen class scores in the latent space (GatingAE
(rlatent)), and in the cross reconstruction space, (GatingAE (rcross)), for gating, respec-
tively. For the two models, we use both 1-NN classifier and a linear classifier (Linear CLF)
as seen experts and compare the performance. Finally, we combine distance features ob-
tained in the latent space and the cross-reconstruction space, and use rall as an unseen class
score for gating. We use a linear classifier as a seen expert. For all the gating models,
1-NN classifier applied on the latent representations is used as an unseen expert. We report
average per-class top-1 accuracy for seen classes (S), unseen classes (U), and the harmonic
mean of them (H), in CUB, SUN, AWA2, and AWA1 datasets.
Effectiveness of the proposed gating model (No gating vs. GatingAE) We high-
light the contribution of the gating model by comparing the performance of the No gating
model and GatingAE models using rlatent and rcross separately as unseen class scores. For
fair comparison, we compare models using the 1-NN classifier as seen experts. Gatin-
gAE (rlatent) with the 1-NN classifier significantly outperforms the No gating model by
7.8, 12.1, 25.3, and 26.8 in terms of the harmonic mean accuracy in CUB, SUN, AWA2,
and AWA1, respectively. Furthermore, GatingAE (rcross) with the 1-NN classifier shows
higher harmonic mean accuracy than the No gating model by a margin of 4.2, 10.8, 25.1,
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and 26.1 in the four datasets.
We believe two advantages of GatingAE mainly contribute to the significantly improved
performance. First, GatingAE prevents the biased model prediction toward seen classes.
Because of the visual data only available for seen classes during training, the classifier
overfits to seen classes. In GatingAE, the gating model separates the prediction search
space and the class is predicted only among seen classes or unseen classes for each sample.
This prevents unseen class prediction scores from being directly compared with the biased
seen class scores. On the other hand, in the No gating model, the biased seen class scores
and the unseen class scores are directly compared and the class with the maximum score
is predicted. This lead to misclassification of unseen class samples into seen classes. We
observe that the seen accuracy of the No gating model is at least 1.76 times and at most
3.58 times higher than the unseen accuracy of the same model across the four datasets.
GatingAE avoids this biased prediction and achieves significantly improved harmonic mean
accuracy. Second, the gating approach reduces the dimension of the prediction space for
the classifiers. The seen and the unseen experts of GatingAE predict a class out of |YS|
or |YU | classes, respectively, instead of total |YS| + |YU | number of classes as in the No
gating model. The reduction of prediction space allows experts to focus on less number of
classes for the classification, which lead to better accuracy performance. With these two
advantages, GatingAE significantly improves the harmonic mean accuracy.
Advantage of using an independently trained expert (1-NN vs. Linear CLF) We
compare the performance of GatingAEs using the 1-NN classifier and the linear classifier
(Linear CLF) as seen experts. By comparing these two models, we emphasize the advan-
tage of GatingAE that it can decompose the entire GZSL framework into three components,
which are a gating model, a seen expert, and an unseen expert, and independently improve
each expert. For instance, we can train a linear classifier as a seen expert independently
from other two components using available visual training data. We show that the linear




Figure 6.2: Scatter plot of seen and unseen accuracy for each state-of-the-art algorithm. For
an ideal GZSL algorithm, the data point is expected to stay close the middle gray dotted
line and the top right corner.
ble 6.1, GatingAE (rlatent) with the linear classifier achieves higher seen class accuracy by
a margin of 3.6, 5.9, 2.1, and 1.9 than the GatingAE with the 1-NN classifier in CUB, SUN,
AWA2, and AWA1, respectively. Also, GatingAE (rcross) with the linear classifier outper-
forms that with the 1-NN classifier by at least 1.8 in terms of the seen class accuracy. In
both cases, the unseen class accuracy is not compromised and the harmonic mean accuracy
is improved in all four datasets. This shows that GatingAE enables to separately improve
the experts of GZSL framework and the overall performance.






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































gAE (rall)) We compare GatingAE (rlatent) and GatingAE (rcross) with GatingAE (rall)
and show that the combination of the distance features from the latent space and the cross-
reconstruction space can further improve the GZSL performance. In particular, we com-
pare GatingAEs using the linear classifiers as seen experts because they achieve better
performance than GatingAEs using the 1-NN classifiers. In Table 6.1, GatingAE (rall) con-
sistently achieves higher harmonic mean accuracy than GatingAE (rlatent) and GatingAE
(rcross) across all the datasets except that GatingAE (rall) achieves the same harmonic mean
accuracy as GatingAE (rcross) in CUB.
We believe the better performance of GatingAE (rall) is resulted from the complemen-
tary distance features obtained in the latent space and the cross-reconstruction space. Gatin-
gAE (rlatent) shows higher seen class accuracy than GatingAE (rcross) while GatingAE
(rcross) shows higher unseen class accuracy than GatingAE (rlatent) in Table 6.1. Since
both models are based on the same seen and unseen experts, this comparison of the seen
and the unseen accuracy shows that gating based on rlatent detects seen class samples well
while gating based on rcross detects unseen class samples better. Also, considering that
the distance features from the latent space is lower dimensional than those from the cross-
reconstruction space, the the distance features from different spaces perform gating at dif-
ferent levels of data abstraction. Hence, both distance features possess their own advan-
tages for characterizing unseen class samples and can be used as complementary features.
By combining both features for rall, GatingAE (rall) utilizes the advantages of each feature
and achieves higher harmonic mean accuracy than both GatingAE (rlatent) and GatingAE
(rcross).
6.3.3 Comparison With State-of-the-art Algorithms
We compare GatingAE with 13 state-of-the-art GZSL algorithms and report the perfor-
mance in Table 6.3. A hyphen (-) indicates that the authors of the algorithm have not
validated their method in the corresponding dataset. For fair comparison with DVBE, we
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use their reported performance without finetuning the backbone architecture of ResNet-
101 for visual feature extraction. Excluding GatingAE + f-CLSWGAN, the base Gatin-
gAE achieves the best harmonic mean accuracy in SUN and AWA2, and the third highest
harmonic mean accuracy in CUB and AWA1. Although GatingAE does not achieves the
best performance in CUB and AWA1, GatingAE performs more robustly across datasets
compared to other algorithms. For instance, DAZLE achieves the highest harmonic mean
accuracy in CUB but its harmonic mean accuracy in SUN is 9th highest out of 14 algo-
rithms. Also, although E-PGN achieves the highest harmonic mean accuracy in AWA1, its
harmonic mean accuracies in CUB and AWA2 are both 4th highest out of 14. GatingAE
achieves the highest average rank of 2 over all four datasets in terms of the harmonic mean
accuracy. In comparison with the state-of-the-art soft-gating model COSMO, GatingAE
which is based on the hard-gating achieves better performance in all datasets. Since the
soft-gating model predicts a class using the combination of seen and unseen class predic-
tion scores, the bias toward seen classes still affects the classification of unseen classes.
However, GatingAE completely separates the classification of seen and unseen classes and
mitigates the effect of the bias in unseen class classification.
We visualize the seen and the unseen accuracies of all the state-of-the-art methods in
Fig Figure 6.2 to analyze the balance between the seen and the unseen accuracies. In
particular, the x-axis and the y-axis in each scatter plot indicate the seen accuracy and the
unseen accuracy of each method, respectively. Also, the gray dotted line in the middle
indicates the same seen and unseen accuracies. An ideal GZSL method should achieve
high accuracy for both seen and unseen classes and should not be biased toward either
seen classes or unseen classes. Therefore, the accuracy of the ideal method is expected to
be plotted close to the top right corner while staying close the dotted gray line. In CUB,
GatingAE is one of the most closest methods to the dotted gray line and the top right corner.
While DAZLE and GMN are located close to GatingAE in CUB, they are biased toward the
unseen class accuracy and located far away from the center line in SUN. Although there
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are several methods staying close to the center line than GatingAE in AWA2, GatingAE
still achieves the highest harmonic mean acccuracy in AWA2. In AWA1, GatingAE shows
comparable performance to E-PGN and GMN while being located close to the center dotted
line. This shows that GatingAE achieves generalized high accuracy performance for both
seen and unseen classes across all four datasets.
We also show that GatingAE can be easily combined with other state-of-the art methods
to further improve the performance. Since each expert can be independently improved in
GatingAE, the state-of-the-art methods can be simply utilized as a seen or an unseen expert.
Furthermore, GatingAE can benefit from the state-of-the-art methods based on generative
models, although the state-of-the-art methods do not achieve better GZSL performance
than GatingAE. As a case study, we use f-CLSWGAN which is one of the earliest GZSL
methods based on a WGAN [76]. f-CLSWGAN generates unseen visual features to tackle
the problem of GZSL. We use these generated unseen visual features from f-CLSWGAN to
finetune and improve the unseen expert independently from the seen expert. We report the
performance of GatingAE + f-CLSWGAN in Table 6.3. The base GatingAE significantly
outperforms f-CLSWGAN by a margin of 6.7, 2.0, 7.8, and 6.0 in CUB, SUN, AWA2, and
AWA1, respectively. However, GatingAE still benefits from f-CLSWGAN and GatingAE
+ f-CLSWGAN achieves higher harmonic mean accuracy than individual GatingAE and
f-CLSWGAN. Since we only finetune the unseen expert, GatingAE + f-CLSWGAN im-
proves the unseen class accuracy over GatingAE while keeping the seen accuracy intact.
Also, GatingAE + f-CLSWGAN achieves the best performance in SUN and AWA2, and the
second best performance in CUB and AWA1 in terms of the harmonic mean accuracy. Al-
though we only show one case study of using f-CLSWGAN, the same finetuning approach




Gating performance comparison with COSMO We compare the gating performance of
GatingAE with the state-of-the-art gating method COSMO in Table 6.2. In particular, the
authors of COSMO split the validation set into a Gating-Train set and a Gating-Val set
and report the gating performance in the Gating-Val set. Following the same protocol, we
also train the two-stream autoencoder in the original training set, tune the hyperparameters
in the Gating-Train set, and finally report the gating performance in the Gating-Val set.
We compare GatingAEs based on rlatent, rcross, rall with two gating models proposed in
COSMO, which are MAX-SOFTMAX-3 and GB-GATING-3. The gating performance is
validated in terms of the harmonic mean accuracy, AUC, and FPR. We note that GatingAE
achieves higher harmonic mean accuracy than COSMO in all the test sets of CUB, SUN,
and AWA1 as shown in Table 6.3.
GatingAEs significantly outperform MAX-SOFTMAX-3 and GB-GATING-3 in terms
of all evaluation metrics in CUB. This further supports the significant performance gap be-
tween GatingAE and COSMO in the test set of CUB shown in Table 6.3. In SUN, while
GatingAE (rall) achieves slightly lower harmonic mean accuracy in the Gating-Val set com-
pared to CB-GATING-3, it achieves better detection performance with higher AUC and
lower FPR. In AWA1, GatingAE (rlatent) and GatingAE (rall) achieve significantly higher
harmonic mean accuracy while achieving lower AUC and higher FPR than CB-GATING-3
in the GZSL-val set. As shown in Table 6.3, GatingAE (rall) outperforms COSMO by a
large margin of 2.0 harmonic mean accuracy in the test set of AWA1. Considering that
the GZSL-Val set is around three time smaller than the test set of AWA1, we argue that
GatingAE (rall) maintains its gating performance and learns better class discriminant rep-
resentations in the relatively large-scale test set of AWA1.
Analysis on the gating performance from each distance feature We decompose the
unseen class scores used in GatingAE to understand the contribution of each distance fea-
ture on gating. In particular, we report the AUC scores obtained by separately using the
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Table 6.4: AUC performance obtained from using the distance in the latent space and the
cross-reconstruction space as an unseen class score.
Unseen Class Score CUB SUN AWA2 AWA1
dSlatent 0.511 0.546 0.686 0.650
1/dUlatent 0.596 0.520 0.459 0.516
dSlatent/d
U
latent(rlatent) 0.842 0.774 0.934 0.917
dScross 0.496 0.550 0.725 0.697
1/dUcross 0.574 0.500 0.421 0.427
dScross/d
U
cross(rcross) 0.808 0.769 0.933 0.907
rcross + βrlatent(rall) 0.841 0.783 0.940 0.918
Table 6.5: Comparison of the number of model parameters between GatingAE and other
generative model-based GZSL algorithms.
Model f-CLSWGAN [75] CADA-VAE [84] GatingAE
# of parameters 19,514,062 7,398,716 5,860,138
latent space distance features, dSlatent and 1/d
U
latent, and the cross-reconstruction space dis-
tance features, dScross and 1/d
U
cross, as unseen class scores. Also, we compare the AUC
scores from individual distance features with those from rlatent, rcross, and rall, which are
the combination of the distance features. This highlights that the distance features are
complementary to each other for gating. We report the AUC scores obtained in the test














shows that the distance features from seen and unseen classes are combined to effectively
classify whether the query is from seen classes or unseen classes. In addition, rall shows
higher AUC than rlatent and rcross in SUN, AWA2, and AWA1. In CUB, rlatent performs
marginally better than rall. We argue that GatingAE combines all the complementary dis-
tance features from seen classes, unseen classes, latent space, and cross-reconstruction





















Figure 6.3: Qualitative analysis on the failure cases of GatingAEs using unseen class scores
from different representation spaces in AWA2. Latent, Cross, and Combined refer to the
class predictions of GatingAEs using rlatent, rcross, and rall, respectively.
Qualitative analysis on complementary distance features We perform qualitative
analysis on the failure cases of GatingAEs using rlatent, rcross, and rall in Figure 6.3. In
particular, unseen class query images are given to GatingAEs and we analyze cases where
either GatingAE (rlatent) or GatingAE (rcross) fails, and both of them fail in predicting
correct classes. Through this analysis, we further highlight that the latent and the cross-
reconstruction features capture unseen classes at different levels of data abstraction. The
distance features from the low dimensional latent space focus more on abstracted global
features while the cross-reconstruction features capture low-level local characteristics. In
the first row of Figure 6.3, only GatingAE (rcross) misclassfies the unseen class Giraffe
into the seen class Deer. Giraffe and Deer shares local features of brown and white
furs. However, they are clearly distinguished by the global features of the Giraffe such
as a long neck and long legs. The unseen class score rlatent captures these global features
that rcross misses to predict the correct class. In the second row, Bobcat is misclassified
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as Leopard by GatingAE (rlatent) while being correctly classified by GatingAE (rcross).
Since both classes are in the cat family, they are differentiated only by low-level local
features such as sharpness of the ears and body patterns. We believe these local features are
better captured by rcross than rlatent. Finally, in the last row, we show two examples of the
Dolphin class where both GatingAE (rlatent) and GatingAE (rcross) misclassify them into
the seen class Killer whale while GatingAE (rall) correctly predicts the unseen class.
Dolphin shares most of the characteristic features with and Killer whale, which
makes unseen class detection challenging. However, we incorporate both local and global
features from rlatent and rcross in GatingAE (rall) and achieve the correct prediction. For all
the query images given in Figure 6.3, GatingAE (rall) predicts the correct classes when one
or both of GatingAE (rlatent) and GatingAE (rcross) fail. This show that GatingAE (rall)
effectively combines the advantages of each feature abstracted at different levels.
Computational efficiency of GatingAE GatingAE is computationally efficient be-
cause of its compact two-stream linear autoencoder and the unified framework for the
gating model and the unseen expert. To highlight the computational efficiency of Gatin-
gAE, we compare the number of parameters required to be trained for GatingAE with
f-CLSWGAN and CADA-VAE in Table 6.5. Several state-of-the-art methods such as [77,
78] are developed on top of f-CLSWGAN. Also, CADA-VAE uses a two-stream VAE
which is the closest architecture to our two-stream linear autoencoder. By comparing with
these two models which are based on the simple generative models, we emphasize that
GatingAE is even simpler while achieving the state-of-the-art performance. As shown
in Table 6.5, f-CLSWGAN and CADA-VAE require around 3.3 times and 1.3 times more
parameters than GatingAE, respectively. CADA-VAE uses the same number of layers and
the same dimension for the latent space as GatingAE. However, CADA-VAE has to learn
more parameters for a latent constraint and a classifiers for |YS| + |YU | classes while
GatingAE only needs to train a classifier for |YS| number of seen classes. In addition, the
state-of-the art soft-gating model COSMO uses f-CLSWGAN as an unseen expert. Hence,
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COSMO requires to train more than 19 million parameters of f-CLSWGAN. However,
GatingAE uses the 1-NN classifier which does not need to train any additional parameters
as an unseen expert. Therefore, GatingAE uses significantly less computational resources
while outperforming these state-of-the-art methods.
6.4 Summary
We propose a GZSL algorithm, GatingAE, which utilizes the activation-based represen-
tations learned with auxiliary information to prevent biased prediction and achieve high
accuracy performance for both seen and unseen classes data. In particular, we utilize dis-
tance features obtained from the latent space and the cross-reconstruction space of the two-
stream autoencoder for gating. Based on the gating results, either the seen or the unseen
class expert is chosen to perform the target task. We thoroughly validate the gating perfor-
mance and the overall GZSL performance in the application of image recognition. Gatin-
gAE achieves the state-of-art performance in four benchmark image recognition datasets.
Also, several advantages of GatingAE such as complementary distance features for gating,
using independently trained experts, and computational efficiency are highlighted through
baseline experiments and ablation studies. The characterization of the bias presented in
the training data and the utilization of the bias information to calibrate the prediction for





We analyze different types of representations to successfully generalize to OOD. In particu-
lar, we investigate the capability of representations for differentiating ID from OOD. Based
on the broad literature survey, we establish a new categorization of representations based on
the information flow that the representations are obtained from. From the forward propaga-
tion, the activation-based representations are obtained. The gradient-based representations
are generated by backpropagating the information through the network. Finally, both vi-
sual and attribute data as auxiliary information are forward propagated to obtain aligned
representations for both data. We rigorously analyze their advantages and limitations for
characterizing OOD.
First of all, we propose using backpropagated gradients as representations to charac-
terize OOD. We extract the gradients from an autoencoder and use them as features to
train a classifier for OOD detection. We conducted comprehensive baseline experiments to
compare the OOD detection performance of standard activation-based representations and
our proposed gradient-based representations. We show that the classifiers trained using the
gradients as features outperform those trained using common activation-based features in
OOD class and condition detection. These results validate the effectiveness of gradients as
representations to capture OOD and lead us to develop more sophisticated representation
learning techniques using gradients.
We develop a regularization technique for the gradient-based representations. To en-
hance the OOD detection capability of gradient-based representations, we use Fisher ker-
nel to theoretically interpret the gradients. Based on the theoretical motivation, we propose
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using a directional constraint for gradients. In particular, we constrain the direction of gra-
dients from ID to be similar and measure the deviation of gradients from the directional
constraint to detect OOD. From thorough baseline analysis, we show the effectiveness of
the constrained gradient-based representations for OOD detection in comparison with the
activation-based representations. Also, the proposed OOD detection algorithm, GradCon
in benchmarking image recognition datasets. In addition, we show that GradCon requires
significantly less number of model parameters to highlight its computational efficiency.
We thoroughly examine the advantages and the limitations of activation- and gradient-
based representations for OOD characterization. During learning the gradient-based rep-
resentations, we impose a directional constraint using two reference directions which are
tangential and orthogonal directions with respect to the manifold. The tangential gradi-
ents represent ID and the orthogonal gradients represent OOD. While the gradient-based
representations show better OOD performance than activation-based representations, the
target tasks such as image classification cannot be directly performed using only gradient
information. To complement the limitation, we propose learning aligned activation-based
representations for visual and attribute data. The attribute representation can be utilized
as another reference and we measure the distance from the visual representations to ID
and OOD attribute representations for OOD characterization. From our controlled experi-
ments, we validate that the activation-based representations learned with auxiliary informa-
tion outperform both activation-based and gradient-based representations in terms of OOD
detection performance.
Finally, we investigate using aligned representations with visual and attribute data to
overcome one of the biggest challenges in generalization to OOD, which is the bias cal-
ibration for neural networks. In particular, we propose a GatingAE which utilizes the
activation-based representations learned with auxiliary information to perform OOD de-
tection and generalization. The gating model first detects whether the test image is from
ID or OOD. Based on the gating results, either the ID seen class expert or the OOD unseen
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class expert is chosen to perform the target task. We validate the gating performance and the
overall generalization performance in OOD using the framework of generalized zero-shot
learning. GatingAE achieves the state-of-art performance in four benchmark image recog-
nition datasets significantly less number of training parameters in comparison with other
state-of-the-art methods. The superior performance of GatingAE highlights the importance
of learning effective representations that can distinguish OOD from ID and calibrating the
biased prediction using OOD characterization.
7.2 Prospective Research Directions
Representation learning techniques discussed in this dissertation open up several promis-
ing research directions. First of all, the formulation of gradient constraint can be further
improved to better characterize OOD. The developed gradient constraint simply aligns gra-
dients by measuring the cosine similarity between the gradient from the current step and
the average training gradient. The average training gradient is computed by taking an av-
erage of all the gradients from previous steps of training. Since all the previous gradients
are taken into account, the average gradient represents the global trend of training gradi-
ents while not effectively characterizing local gradient changes. In addition, considering
that the gradient changes drastically in the beginning of training, the gradients from a first
few steps possibly become dominant in the average gradient calculation. We expect more
sophisticated formulation of reference gradient can further enhance OOD detection perfor-
mance.
Gradient-based representations from supervised networks also remains as a future re-
search direction. We extract gradients from an unsupervised learning framework to obtain
gradient-based representations. Since the annotation is not required to compute the loss in
the unsupervised learning framework, the gradients can be easily obtained. However, for
supervised networks, we still need to investigate the generation of gradients that can be
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of applications which utilize limited annotated data and abundant
unannotated data for training.
we do not have access to during testing, we need pseudo-labels to generate gradients. De-
signing the pseudo-labels is a significantly important step to obtain representations that
can characterize OOD. The authors in [63] propose the concept of confounding label to
generate gradients in the supervised learning framework. The gradients generated by the
confounding label shows promising results in OOD detection. We believe more follow
up works on gradient-based representations from the supervise networks will broaden the
applicability of the representations.
Recent studies show promising research directions of multimodal learning for general-
ization to OOD. In GatingAE, we use visual and attribute data for multimodal training.
The attribute information are utilized to transfer knowledge learned from ID visual data to
OOD visual data. The authors in [121] recently scale up the multimodal training and show
that models trained to align a large-scale multimodal data achieve surprisingly powerful
zero-shot classification performance. They use 400 million image-text pairs crawled from
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the internet to train a two-stream encoder models. The image encoder and the text encoder
are trained to minimize a contrastive loss which enforces to align positive pairs of image-
text data and push away negative pairs. While this approach achieves competitive zero-shot
transfer performance compared to fully supervised models on over 30 different computer
vision datasets, the authors state that the model still faces challenges in generalizing to
specific OODs. Considering the importance and the challenges of generalization to OOD
for real-world application, we believe OOD characterization using large-scale pretrained
multimodal models is a significantly important research problem to achieve successful gen-
eralization to OOD.
Finally, bias calibration can be explored for applications which require learning with
limited data. We validate bias calibration capability of GatingAE in the application of
image recognition. However, there exist several other applications which require bias cal-
ibration particularly when only limited annotated data is available during training. For
instance, data which requires professional knowledge for annotation such as medical im-
ages or seismic images is limited in terms of available annotated data. Recent works [122,
122] tackle vision problems with limited data using semi-supervised or weakly supervised
learning frameworks. As shown in Figure 7.1, limited annotated data which provides strong
supervision to the neural networks are available in seismic and medical image processing.
Since this limited data is not enough to train neural networks, they additionally use abun-
dant unannotated data such as images of seismic volumes or medical data. Although a
small number of annotated data is available, strong supervision from annotations often
makes the model easily overfit only to the annotated data. Therefore, bias calibration tech-
niques can be further investigated to correct the bias and more effectively use unlabeled
data to enhance the generalization capability of the models.
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